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6. Chapter six: The traditional evidences about the soul
and the spirit

6.1. Introduction
This chapter includes some evidences from Quranic verses and some Islamic
Traditions which support the argument that the soul and the spirit are two separate
entities. We will consider the verses and Islamic Traditions in two separate parts. In
this chapter we will not use philosophical arguments. We will begin by looking at the
verses and examining them to determine whether the Quran confirms that the soul
and the spirit are separate and then we will turn to the Traditions. It should also be
said that the Traditions are being used to support the differentiation of the soul and
the spirit in an illustrative way only; since they are narrative „proofs‟ and not
revelation, they do not have absolute authority and can only serve to illustrate, not
to „prove‟. This chapter aims to support the previous chapter and to show that
according to Islamic textual content we can also find some subjects which could be
evidence for the differentiation between the soul and the spirit. This author believes
that the textual contents explicitly show that the soul and the spirit are separate
although this subject seems to have received little attention to date. First of all it is
worth speaking generally about what we mean by these two words.
6.1.1. The intended meaning of the soul and the spirit
The word „spirit‟ is used as spiritus in Latin, esprit in French, rūḥ in Arabic and rawān
in Persian and the word „soul‟ is used as anima in Latin, ame in French, nafs in
Arabic and jān in Persian.
The intended meaning of the soul is that to which man‟s life, knowledge and power
is attributed. It is different from the spirit that gets breathed into man. It exists
before the breathing of the spirit. And it is that to which this verse points:
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the angels stretch forth their hands (saying) yield up your souls: this day shall ye
receive your reward, - a penalty of disgrace, for that ye used to tell lies against
Allah, and scornfully to reject of his Signs.1

It is also that which Mulla Sadra called „corporeal origination‟, that is its creation
begins at the same time as the creation of the body.
However the meaning of spirit (human spirit), firstly, is other than the soul as it has
life and consciousness of its own, it is created by God and has been breathed into
man‟s body. It comes down from the divine command („ālam al-„amr) and is an inner
source to guide man towards supreme beatitude and finally it is what is referred to
in this verse: “when I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into him
of My spirit, fall ye down in obeisance unto him.”2 In this chapter we will attempt to
explain some reasons from the Qur‟an and then from Islamic Traditions which
support the idea of distinction which, until now, has never been done. In all fields,
such as psychology, philosophy, theology, lexicology, pedagogy and the like, the
soul and the spirit have been defined in many different ways. Of course, considering
all the expressed meanings would require a separate research but in a brief
consideration we can conclude that the majority of these definitions are incorrect. It
is not clear why these definitions have been given. For example, in the realm of
theology Mulla Sadra has stated more than forty meanings explained by theologians.
He goes on to say that none of these definitions have been based on the correct
foundations.3
Investigating these meanings as expressed in different books shows that they have
some deficiencies such as:
1. The definer has been confused between the meaning of the soul and the
spirit.

1

Qur‟an, 6: 93.

2

Ibid, 15: 92; 38: 72.

3

Sadra, Asfar, vol.8, p. 12.
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2. Faculties of the soul have been defined instead of the soul itself.
3. The majority of the meanings are only a description rather than a correct
definition.
4. In those meanings which seem to be more accurate than others, like those of
the philosophers, the effects and prerequisites of the soul are attributed to
the spirit and the effects and prerequisites of the spirit are attributed to soul.
This mistake occurred because they thought there was no difference between
the reality of the soul and the reality of the spirit.
As previously stated, the main aim of this research is to prove the distinction
between the soul and the spirit or at least to create an open question in the mind as
to whether there is a distinction. It is hoped that this research will be a motivation
for further research on this subject by creating more questions.
6.2.

Consideration of the Quranic verses on the soul and the spirit

6.2.1. Considering the verses about the spirit
The word spirit is used 21 times in the Quran. If we remove the two verses which
have been repeated then it has been used only 19 times. If we remove the verses in
which spirit has been used for other than human beings then only three verses will
be left and if we remove the repeated one, finally there will remain two verses which
are used concerning only the human spirit and those verses are: “when I have
fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into him of My spirit, fall ye down in
obeisance unto him.4” and the verse: “but He fashioned him in due proportion, and
breathed into him of His spirit. And He gave you (the faculties of) hearing and sight
and understanding: little thanks do ye give.”5 Therefore according to these verses
the word spirit has two types of use that are for the human spirit and for non-human
spirit. In the book „Ma‟ārif-i Quran‟ reference has been made to these uses as
follows:
4

Qur‟an, 15: 92; 38: 72. This is the verse about human spirit which has been repeated twice.

5

Ibid, 32: 9.
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What is indisputable and certain is that the word spirit has two kinds of use in the
Holy Quran: the first one is about the human spirit and the second is about an
existence which is from the angels group.6

It is worth investigating whether the spirit is from the angels or whether it is a
special kind which has its own particular state of being. We must consider the reality
of the spirit and it will actually be useful to understand the reality of the soul and the
difference between the soul and the spirit.

6.2.2. Reality of the spirit
It is clear that throughout the Quran the spirit has two real kinds of use. Here our
aim is to investigate the reality of the spirit although of course we know that we
have very limited knowledge about the spirit and as the Quran say: “of knowledge it
is only a little that is communicated to you”7. However, we wish to know whether it
is possible to understand something about the spirit or not. There is something in

Ma‟ārif-i Quran which might be useful:
Overall it can be understood from the Quran that there is something very noble in
man which is other than the body, however it is created by God not a part of God,
and man is not human until this noble thing enters the body. When it came into
Adam he attained a level at which angels had to show humility toward him. Of
course it is not an independent condition; rather it is a necessary condition. This
means a human cannot be prostrated to by the angels unless this spirit has been
breathed into him. But does he need anything else to attain this station? This
requires more research into Quran and the traditions.8

Sometimes the Quran refers to the spirit without mentioning its features and
qualities; it only refers to something about its type of existence. The Prophet
Mohammad recited this verse when someone asked about the spirit: “They ask thee
6

M. T. Misbāḥ Yazdī, Ma‟ārif-i Qur‟an, first edition, published by Imam Khomeini Institute for

Education and Research, (1376 SH, Qom), p. 354.
7

Qur‟an, 17: 85.

8

Misbāḥ Yazdī, Ma‟ārif-i Qur‟an, P. 358.
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concerning the Spirit, say: The Spirit is of the command of my Lord: of knowledge it
is only a little that is communicated to you.9” in this verse God introduces the spirit
as a thing which is from the realm of divine command („ālam al-„amr) and then
refers to the point that you have no more knowledge about the spirit and about
divine command of the Lord, “of knowledge it is only a little that is communicated to
you.”10
6.2.3. The realm of Divine Command
„The command‟ or „world of command‟ or „command order‟ is explained in Quranic
verses as follows: “Verily, when He intends a thing, His Command is," Be", and it
is.”11 And in another verse, for further explanation, it has been said: “And Our
Command is but a single word, like the twinkling of an eye.”12
These verses clearly show that the commanding worlds and the spirit are
instantaneous existences (daf‟ī al-wujūd)13. It can be taken from these verses that
commanding existences, the spirit and entire command worlds are not like the
material order which needs something for its existence, like previous matter,
previous faculty, motion, time and many other conditions. In other words God‟s
command is the same as divine perfect volition which creates things instantaneously.
This means there is no distance between „command‟ and things „becoming existent‟.
The only requirement is God‟s will and then suddenly the issue of the command
world will come into existence.
The book of Mabānī-i nazarī-i tazkīya explains divine command with useful details as
such:
9

Qur‟an, 17: 85.

10

It is not important to understand whether the spirit which was asked about by someone from the

Prophet is the human spirit or a non-human spirit which has a higher location than angels. Now we
are trying understand the Qur‟anic explanation of the spirit in general and then we will consider the
spirit breathed into humans and its attribution to the higher spirit in particular.
11

Qur‟an, 36: 82.

12

- Ibid, 54: 50.

13

This means that spirit does not need time or gradual creation for it to come to existence.
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The „worlds of Divine command‟ and their existents and realities and also the spirit
are manifestations of divine volition. They do not need previous faculty or matter,
modification, motion, time and other conditions and the like. The only requisite is
the divine command and will. And naturally command world and its existents and
also spirit, that is from this world, are all divested and separated of matter, motion,
gradualness, time and the other prerequisites of matter. They are metaphysical,
super natural, super time and temporal realities.14

Hitherto this idea that the spirit is from the realm of divine command has been
supported. In other words according to Quranic verses it is a higher existent than
matter and material issues. It is an existent which is separate and far from matter
and material things.

6.2.4. The meaning of the spirit that was breathed into man
There is diversity of opinion between Muslim scholars about the spirit that was
breathed into man and its relation with the explained spirit; some scholars, like
Tabātabā‟ī, believe that this relation is a kind of equivocation (ishtirāk-i lafẓī). He
says:
As mentioned the spirit is a creature which is greater than other angels. It has no
relation to human spirit and using the word spirit for that reality and human spirit is
a kind of equivocation (ishtirāk-i lafẓī), rather than content participation (ishtirāk-i

ma‟nawī).15 Perhaps this is from the point of view that the rational human soul can
attain a station to be collaborator and of the same rank with that Great Spirit via its
ascending journey and in accordance with its worship and spiritual struggles.16

14

M. Shujā‟ī, Maqālāt, Mabānī-i Nazarī-i Tazkīya, second edition, Surūsh Publications, Tehran, p. 23.

15

Equivocation (ishtirāk-i lafẓī) applies when a single word is used for various things like the word

“‟ayin” which is used for many different things like, gold, silver, eye, spring water and etc. But
content participation (ishtirāk-i ma‟nawī) applies when various things share a single meaning like the
word „human‟ which is used for all human beings. This is in fact participation in meaning (ishtirāk-i

ma‟na‟ī).
16

S.M.H. Husainī-i Tehrānī, Mihr-i Tābān, a mystical dialog with Tabātabāeī, p. 161.
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We can find some truths in his words. The best commentary of his words is one
which seems to be closer to the idea of differentiation of the soul and the spirit. It
can be said that the truth is that the human soul and the spirit which possesses a
higher rank than the angels are two different things17. Moreover it is true that the
rational human soul can reach the rank of that greater spirit via its ascending
journey and all these issues have many evidences which can confirm them.
However, there are also many evidences that the soul and the spirit are two
separate things. That which is similar to the greater spirit is the human spirit, the
reality of which is different to the human soul. The appearance of the verses and
traditions clearly confirms this point and they are actually not compatible with any
other idea on this subject. This is confirmed by Traditions that God has sent two
guides to help man in his material and spiritual journey.18 As will be explained in the
next section the exterior guides are prophets and the interior guides are intellects
which have a special relation with the spirit.
However, contrary to Tabātabā‟ī, his student, Shujā‟ī, believes that spirit in humans
and the greater spirit19 not only is not equivocation but in fact the human spirit is a
descended form of that spirit. In this regard he says:
Now that we have understood something about this existence that is the reality of
man, which the Holy Quran calls „spirit‟, „our spirit‟, „a spirit of him‟, „my spirit‟, „spirit
of sanctity‟ and „trusted spirit‟, and have become partly familiar with it, it is worth
noting that: what is breathed into the material body is a lower level form of this
existence. This means if we want to interpret the Quran according to its verses and
the true traditions and if we pay attention to allusions of the verses and avoid
intellectual stagnation to understand the verses and the traditions, then we will reach
the conclusion that the intended meaning of spirit in the verse of: “and breathed into

17

Actually the soul and the spirit have no common factor for one to say they have equivocation or

content participation with each other.
18

These traditions will be expressed later on in this chapter.

19

Greater spirit is what has been stated in this verse: “Therein come down the angels and the Spirit

by Allah's permission, on every errand.” (Qur‟an, 97: 4) to avoid confusing this spirit with the Holy
Spirit and other types of spirit we have used the term „greater spirit‟.
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him of my spirit” is the created being which the Quran explains via special
existentiality and different features. It is the same created being that has sometimes
been said that to be from the command world and has been introduced as a
command existence, which is higher than matter, time and place and surrounds time
and place. It is also sometimes called holiness and purity. Occasionally it is explained
as the closest created being to supreme principle (God) and as the perfect
manifestation of the divine Names and Attributes. It is also described as a principle
within the angels and angels are a manifestation of it and along with. It also has
some other features which have been stated in the Quran for the spirit.”20

One may thus argue that the human spirit is in the same group as the greater spirit
and it is an inferior form of that spirit which has been breathed into the body.
According to the Quran, after the spirit was breathed into Adam the angels had to
bow down before him. How then can we remove the opposition of this statement
with Tabātabā‟ī‟s statement? The solution is to avoid attributing the characteristics of
the spirit to the soul and vice versa. This is because there is no evidence to prove
that the soul and the spirit are the same; however, there are many evidences to
support their distinction. Even if there was no reason to prove this separation, the
appearance of the verses and some traditions is enough to reveal some features of
the spirit and its distinction from the soul. Shujā‟ī gives a full explanation on this,
then concludes by saying that the verses of the Quran lead us to the following
results:
A)

The „spirit‟ possesses a special purity and holiness which other creatures, even the
angels, lack.

B) The spirit is the first and the nearest creature to Almighty God and the perfect
manifestation of the Divine Name and Attributes. That is why it has been attributed
to God and is called „God‟s spirit‟.

20

Shujā‟ī, Maqālāt, Mabānī-i Nazarī-i Tazkīya, p. 27.
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C) The spirit is the inward reality of angels and angels are different manifestations and
different ranks of the spirit. Although the spirit is different from angels, in this
respect it has a kind of unity with angels.”21

With this point we have briefly understood the meaning of the word „spirit‟ and the
human spirit accurately. Now it is time to turn to the soul and understand what it
means and its relation with the spirit.

6.2.5. Considering the verses about the soul
The word soul and its derivatives have been used 303 times in the Quran. By
investigating these verses we can see that the soul has been used with the following
meanings:
1. The soul has been used with the same meaning as what has been added to (it
has been used reflexively). For example „soul of human‟ means „human‟ and „soul
of stone‟ is „stone‟. In this case soul has an emphasising meaning and the result
of this kind of usage is that if it was not added to something then it would have
no meaning. Soul in this case has been used about God too, for example in these
verses: “He hath inscribed for Himself (the rule of) Mercy”.22 “But Allah cautions
you (to fear) Himself; for the final goal is to Allah.”23
2. It has also been used for „human being‟; it means a composite existent which
consists of body and soul,24 this verse shows this kind of meaning: “On that
account: We ordained for the Children of Israel that if anyone slew a soul -unless
it be for murder or for spreading mischief in the land - it would be as if he slew
the whole people: and if anyone saved a life, it would be as if he saved the life of

21

Ibid, P. 26.

22

Qur‟an, 6: 12.

23

Ibid, 3: 28.

24

S.A.A. Qurashī, Qāmūs-i Qur‟an, Dār al-kutub-i islāmīya Publications, (1371 SH, Tehran), vol. 7, p.

94.
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the whole people.”25 And also this verse: “On the Day every soul will come up
pleading for itself, and every soul will be recompensed (fully) for all its actions,
and none will be unjustly dealt with.”26
3. Soul is used for „carnal desires‟, like in this verse which says: “Yet I do not
absolve myself (of blame): the (human) soul certainly incites to evil, unless my
Lord do bestow His Mercy: but surely my Lord is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful
(Quran, 12: 53).”27
4. Using soul in the meaning of inward and heart like in these verses: “And do thou
(O reader!) Bring thy Lord to remembrance in thy (very) soul, with humility, and
remember without loudness in words.”28 And also the verse: “Your Lord knoweth
best what is in your souls (hearts) (Quran, 17: 52).”29
5. It has also been used to refer to the first human (Adam). This verse shows this
usage: “It is He Who created you from a single soul (person), and made his mate
of like nature, in order that he might dwell with her (in love) (Quran, 7: 189).”30
However soul in the second and third meanings has not been used for vegetables
and animals. It has only been used for humans. Also the soul has not been used for
angels and jinn although it is believed that angels and jinn have life and according to
the religious traditions, jinn have religious obligation, death and resurrection. It is
also worth mentioning that, according to the third meaning, it is clear that the
human soul has religious obligation and therefore if he commits any sins he will
receive humiliating punishment.31

25

Qur‟an, 5: 32.

26

Ibid, 16: 111.

27

Qurashī, Qāmūs-i Qur‟an, vol. 7, pp.94.

28

Qur‟an, 7: 205.

29

Qurashī, Qāmūs-i Qur‟an, vol. 7, pp.94-95.

30

Ibid, vol. 7, p. 95.

31

S.M.H. Tabātabāeī, al-Mizān fi tafsīr al-Qur‟an, vol. 28, pp. 123-125.
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6.2.6. Reality of the soul
There are many verses about the soul and we will explain some of them, however it
should be said that, based on the words of the Quran, it is clear that the verses
about the soul do not have a tone of sanctity and reverence about them as those
about the spirit had. We can see this point in some verses like: “By the Soul, and the
proportion and order given to it. And its inspiration as to its wrong and its right.
Truly he succeeds that purifies it. And he fails that corrupts it”32 and “But he will
prosper who purifies himself. And remembers the name of his Guardian-Lord, and
prays.”33
Obviously rectification, purification and conveying the soul to its evolution depends
on knowing and paying full attention to it. This verse shows this point: “O ye who
believe! Guard your own souls: If ye follow (right) guidance, no hurt can come to
you from those who stray. The return of you all is to Allah; it is He that will inform
you of all that ye do.”34 With special attention to the verses it can be understood
that the Holy Quran defines the soul as something which has capability and
potentiality. This includes the ability to purify, develop and reach a level at which the
angels would prostrate for him, or to fall to the chasm of aberration. This verse can
show man in the first state: “When I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and
breathed into him of My spirit, fall ye down in obeisance unto him.”35
And these verses show the second state: “They are like cattle, nay more misguided:
for they are heedless (of warning).”36 And the verse: “Or thinkest thou that most of
them listen or understand? They are only like cattle; nay, they are farther astray

32

Qur‟an, 91: 7-10.

33

Ibid, 87: 14-15.

34

Ibid, 5: 105.

35

Ibid, 15: 29; 38: 72.

36

Ibid, 7: 179.
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from the way.”37 And also the verse: “while those who reject Allah will enjoy (this
world) and eat as cattle eat; and the Fire will be their abode.”38
From the above verses some characteristics of the soul can be understood. The
human soul has a potentiality and capability which leads it either towards evolution
and divine being, or towards decline. The purpose of this point is to prove that the
human soul has movement. The soul has a gradual motion which means it is
temporal and it is naturally material. This confirms Mulla Sadra‟s idea that the soul is
corporeal from the beginning of its creation and can go towards its evolution and
being immaterial via its trans-substantial motion.

6.2.7. Are the soul and the spirit the same?
From everything that has been said about the soul and the spirit in the Quran it can
be concluded that the spirit possesses some characteristics like being abstracted
from matter, being from the realm of divine command and being instantaneous. In

Ma‟ārif-i Quran the author explains this verse: “then we developed out of it another
creature”39 by saying:
[We developed] of it another creature, apparently each stage compared with the
previous stage is another creation, why then did the verse only say it is another
creation after the breathing of the spirit. The reason is that people can understand
the previous stages, however as we are not familiar with the stage of the spirit the
verse says “it is another creation”. It is not a type of natural and material
interaction. This verse could be proof that the spirit is a non-material creature. And
again according to Quranic and Traditional usage we understand that the essential
condition for the spirit is to have consciousness and perception so if we agree that
consciousness is immaterial, it will be proved that the human spirit is immaterial

37

Ibid, 25: 44.

38

Ibid, 47: 12.

39

Ibid, 23: 12.
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too. However there are many experimental and philosophical reasons to prove the
abstract nature of the spirit.”40

In the previous section it was concluded that the soul has been introduced in
Quranic verses as an existent which possesses capability, potentiality and motion.
The creation of the soul starts with a vegetative soul then animal soul then human
soul etc, unlike the spirit which was concluded to be an immaterial issue.
Now there is a question which all philosophers who believe that the spirit and the
soul are the same must answer: can the existent which is essentially immaterial i.e.
the spirit (rūḥ) be changed in its essence and lose its immateriality and become
material? With due attention to the point that the essence will not change at all, can
the degradation of the spirit change its essence so that it becomes material? We will
continue the investigation to see whether or not more details can be found in the
Quranic verses.
There are some evidences in the verses which can show that the soul and spirit are
different from each other.
6.2.8. The

first

evidence:

The

meaning

of

Adam’s

proportionment

(taswīya)
There are three verses about the human spirit all of which postpone breathing the
spirit until the time that Adam became proportioned41. Almost all commentators
believe that proportionment means finishing the creation of the body. This means
God created Adam‟s body first and put all his organs in place and then started to
breathe the spirit into his body. This was another type of creation by God and was
different from the previous stages of the creation of the body‟s organs. Tabātabā‟i
explains the issue of proportionment in three different places in Al-Mīzān In the
commentary of the verse which is about breathing the spirit he says:
Human proportionment means to adjust his organs and it means to complete and
mix together all of his organs until he reaches the shape of a perfect man. Breathing
40
41

Misbāḥ Yazdī, Ma‟ārif-i Qur‟an, insān shināsī, pp. 356-359.

Qur‟an, 32: 9; 15: 29; 38: 72.
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the spirit into him means giving him life. The reason for the attribution of the spirit to
God (God says: I breathed my spirit into him) is to give honour to the spirit. The
command sentence which says (fall ye down) is the conclusion which was taken after
the proportionment and breathing of the spirit. God says now that I breathed of My
spirit into him, do you fall down, prostrating yourselves unto him.42

Also in the commentary of the verse “Then He fashioned him and breathed into him
of His Spirit”43 he says:
Proportionment means illustration and completion of the action and the sentence
(breathed into him of His Spirit) contains metaphor and metonymy, that is the spirit
has been simulated to inbreathe of man and sometimes insufflate to others. Adding
the spirit to a pronoun which returns to God is an honouring relation for the spirit
and the meaning is (then breathed into him of the honour spirit which attributed
unto him) God breathed unto Adam of the honourable spirit which was attributed to
him.44

And again in the commentary of the verse (15: 29) he says
Proportionment (taswīya) means to straighten and moderate something which can
be self-subsistent so that each part is placed where it should be fixed and not in
another place and allocated a state which the other does not deserve. It is not
strange to use the two sentences “I am creating” and “when I fashioned him” to
indicate that the creation of the first human (Adam) was gradual and over a period
of time. The first stage was creation (khalq) and then collection of all parts and
then proportionment. That is, setting components and putting each part in the right
place and appropriate situation and then breathing of the spirit.45

As previously noted the meaning of proportionment is to finish the action. The word
indicates that the creation of the first human, including his body and his soul, has
finished. It would be contrary to the main meaning of the word to define
proportionment only for the body (this will become clearer with the reasons which
42

Tabātabāeī, al- Mizān, vol. 34, p. 39.

43

Qur‟an, 32: 9.

44

Tabātabāeī, al- Mizān, vol. 32, p. 84.

45

Tabātabāeī, a-Mizān, vol. 23, p. 226.
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will be given later). Tabātabā‟ī and all commentators who believe that the meaning
of proportionment in the Quran is to complete the body only, have not provided any
evidence for their interpretation.46 However, as the verses indicate, the main
manifestation of the word means the proportionment of the soul not the body, and
naturally when the creation of the human being is completed the body is completed
too. After all there are some points which support the main meaning of
proportionment in this way. We have stated them as follows:
1- In Sura al-Shams this can be seen: “By the Soul, and the proportion and
order given to it; and its inspiration as to its wrong and its right.”47 In these
two verses proportionment has been attributed to the soul and there is no
mention of the body. This could be proof that the meaning of proportionment
is that God creates the body and the soul both together, since the body has
no consciousness itself to understand what is right and wrong.
2- In Sura al-Sajda we read: “But He fashioned him in due proportion, and
breathed into him of His spirit.”48 Breathing the spirit has been connected
with „and‟ to show that breathing the spirit is separated from the preceding
stages. As God says clearly: “then we developed out of it another creature”49.
This has no meaning if a thing is in the normal course of its creation (that is
the stage of solid, vegetative soul and animal soul) unless this stage is
different to the previous, as God then says: “thereafter we developed out of it
another creature”. And as previously stated in the early part of this chapter
the spirit is not from the actions of this material world, however creation of
the soul is from the actions of this material world.
3- In this verse proportionment means that the action is completed and finished
since the verse has used „inspiration‟ and inspiration has no meaning if there
46

Since the commentators of the Qur‟an did not believe in the separation of the soul and the spirit,

they have taken proportionment of body instead of the proportionment of the soul.
47

Qur‟an, 91: 8-9.

48

Ibid, 32: 9.

49

Ibid, 23: 14.
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is no consciousness. The Arabic word (fā‟) here (the soul‟s inspiration) shows
that this is a conclusion, that means God grants the inspiration to human due
to proportionment of the soul.
4- This interpretation is fully compatible with the meaning of „another creation‟
which was attributed to the spirit, since the separation of breathing the spirit
by God has no meaning unless it has a particular characteristic which did not
exist in the previous stage. This characteristic is that the spirit is from the
command world and something which is from the command world does not
need matter, potentiality or anything else for its creation, but the body and
what is made from it (as Mulla Sadra said the soul is bodily in its origination)
does not have this characteristic. This is the reason why God separated the
creation of the spirit from the creation of the body and the soul.
5- Contrary to Tabātabā‟ī‟s idea which is: “breathing the spirit means that God
granted life to the body”, but according to the Traditions50 breathing the spirit
occurs in the fourth month of pregnancy and the foetus is definitely alive
before that time. In any case breathing the spirit does not grant life to the
human being. This needs further investigation and we will express some
evidences further on.
6- On the other hand, if proportionment means the completion of man‟s creation
and the spirit is the only cause of life and perception in man then the creation
of the body alone can certainly not be called human much less that its
material creation is complete. Furthermore creation of the body alone is not
worth being mentioned separately by God.
7- What is added to the human being by breathing the spirit is a spiritual life
which provides a capacity for him to grow and reach a higher level than the
angels. Also it was after the breathing of the spirit that God told the angels to
prostrate before man, however possessing material life creates no exclusivity
50
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which would force angels to prostrate before him. This is also the reason why
we say Tabātabā‟ī has stated something which is contrary to the main
manifestation of the words.
8- This understanding can be matched with the meaning of completion of the
action because even if the divine will did not belong to breathing the spirit
into man, the soul alone was able to manage man at the level of the animal
soul. Angels would not be commanded to prostrate before him as they were
not commanded to prostrate before the humans that lived before Adam. We
will explain some evidences and traditions which say there were other human
beings before Adam (our ancestor) who became extinct. It will be interesting
to look at the differences between them and this human (Adam‟s children).
9- Proportionment of the soul before breathing the spirit is evidence which
supports Mulla Sadra‟s idea which says the soul is bodily in its origination. It
also confirms that the creation of the soul is material. Furthermore the
evidences which say the soul is bodily in its origination confirm that God
fashioned the soul and body together, rather than just the body. Although
Mulla Sadra believes that the soul is the same thing that is breathed into the
body in the fourth month of pregnancy he does not believe that the soul and
body are distinct from each other.
Thus, it is wrong to attribute proportionment to the body and say it means that God
created the body and completed and fashioned it first and then granted life to man
by breathing the spirit and also by this breathing the human found a level at which
angels prostrated before him. It is more correct to say that by this proportionment
God completed the creation of the human soul and body and granted him life and
perception. However, God granted him a capacity where angels prostrated before
him by breathing the spirit into him.
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6.2.9. The second evidence: The human being is an existence with two
spirits
Some verses have pointed to a spirit by which God confirms prophets and believers.
However, this confirmation has its own form for the prophets and is also specific to
the believers. We will explain these with more investigation and in more detail in the
second part of this chapter. This spirit is a part of the general spirit which exists in
both believers and non-believers. We will first look at Tabātabā‟ī‟s idea of the spirit in
general and about this second spirit in particular. Then a conclusion will be drawn
from what he says and from what can be understood from Quranic verses and
Traditions. However, the details regarding the Traditions will be explained in the
second part of this chapter and they provide a useful conclusion. Now we will
continue to look at Tabātabā‟ī‟s idea about the spirit and particularly the second
spirit which he understood from the Quran. He says:
Although God mostly uses the word spirit in the Quran by adding another word like
„My spirit‟, „his spirit‟, „our spirit‟, „a spirit from him‟, „Holy Spirit‟ and the like and
sometimes spirit has been used with no addition like: “in it the angels and the Spirit
descend, by the leave of their Lord, upon every command.51
He also says:
It would appear from the words that the spirit is an independent existence, divine
creature and different from the angels. There is another verse that is similar to the
previous: “To Him the angels and the Spirit mount up in a day whereof the measure
is fifty thousand years52”, however the spirit which belongs to human has been
interpreted as „my spirit‟ or „his spirit‟. The word „my‟ indicates the originality. The
belonging of the spirit to the human body is interpreted by breathing. The spirit that
is special to believers is called confirmer and reinforcement spirit like this verse: “and
strengthened them with a spirit from Himself.53
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Tabātabā‟ī then explains the other spirits which have been mentioned in Quran
saying:
The other spirit is special for prophets like in this verse: “and strengthened him with
the Holy Spirit.”54 This spirit is to confirm the prophets. Again one spirit belongs to
the angels like these verses: “Then we sent her our spirit”55 or “Say, the Holy Spirit
has brought the revelation from thy Lord”56 or: “With it came down the Truthful
Spirit”57. If God has not used breathing in the spirit and confirmation for angels but
has used them for the human spirit, it is because the angels with all their
differentness in proximity to God are pure spirit unlike man who is not pure spirit.58
Man is composed of a dead body and a live spirit so in his case it is appropriate to
use the interpretation of breathing. As God said about Adam: “When I have
fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into him of my spirit.”59

Tabātabā‟ī continues his interpretation saying:
“Yes there is a spirit which was breathed into all humans, and God says: I
breathed into him of My spirit and the other spirit which is called the
confirming spirit (rūḥ-i mu‟ayyid) and that is only for believers and God says
about it: “For such He has written Faith in their hearts, and strengthened
them with a spirit from Himself.”60
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Tabātabā‟ī has stated his own idea here but the truth is that the confirming spirit is
the same as the breathed spirit which helps and confirms the believer but not the
unbeliever. Possessing life is different from this spirit. The confirming spirit is inside
us and is not an external issue. This spirit confirms the believer via its connection
with the greater spirit. This statement has some evidences which will be stated later
in this chapter.
This second spirit is more honourable and powerful in itself. The evidence for this
claim is that this verse is similar to the previous verse: “Can he who was dead, to
whom We gave life, and a Light whereby he can walk amongst men, be like him who
is in the depths of darkness, from which he can never come out?”61
As a conclusion he says:
As can be seen this verse knows the believer as someone who has a life which
possesses the light unlike an unbeliever who has life and is alive, but the verse
knows him as lacking that light and dead. Therefore it becomes clear that the
believer possesses a spirit which the unbeliever does not have and the believer‟s
spirit has an effect which the unbeliever‟s does not.62

Again in the interpretation of the verse “and strengthened them with a spirit from
Himself.63” he says:
The point here is that the spirit is the origin of life by which the power and
consciousness are prompted. Therefore if we leave the phrase (and strengthened
them with a spirit from Himself) as it is, it can be understood that: in believers there
is a spirit which is other than the human spirit that exists in both believers and

Tabātabā‟ī has stated his own idea here but the truth is that the confirmer spirit is the same as the
breathed spirit which helps and confirms the believer but not the unbeliever. Life is different to this
spirit. The confirmer spirit is inside us and is not an external issue. This spirit confirms the believer via
its connection with the spirit and the greater spirit. This statement has some evidences which will be
stated later in this chapter.
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unbelievers. This spirit gives another type of life which brings about a new kind of
power and consciousness.64

This was his argument about the spirit and it was important we expressed it in full.
Before analysing the results a point must be made which will be required later and
that is that the spirit of faith (rūḥ-i „īmān) is different from faith („īmān). Faith is
about believers and a property of the believer‟s heart, whereas spirit of faith, as this
author understands it, is the same as the spirit breathed into man. This point is
confirmed by some verses like: “For such He has written Faith in their hearts, and
strengthened them with a spirit from Himself.”65 In this verse, faith is attributed to
the heart and, confirmation has been attributed to the spirit which is from Him
(God).
From the above arguments the following can be concluded:
1- The confirming spirit is the same as the spirit breathed into the human body
and both the believer and the disbeliever naturally possess this spirit. On the
other hand it is a fact that the disbeliever is not able to use its guidance for
his heresy, whereas the believer continuously uses the benefits of its
guidance so we can see why Tabātabā‟ī concluded that it is only believers
who have this kind of spirit. Of course the disbeliever potentially has this spirit
too and if he can destroy the barriers he will also be able to use this spirit.
This point is compatible with the above verse, Nahj al-balāgha and also many
Traditions. We will express some of them in the next section.
2- Tabātabā‟ī believes that the spirit is the source of life by which consciousness
and power are to be prompted. In other words he knows the spirit as the only
source of life. This opinion has some problems, one of which was pointed out
in the first evidence. According to the Traditions this spirit was breathed in
the fourth month of pregnancy, whereas the foetus has been alive for more
than two month at this point.
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3- Another problem is that each confirmer requires a confirmed issue for it to be
truly called a confirmer. Now the question is, what is confirmed by the
confirming spirit? If you say that only the believer‟s spirit is confirmed then
we are face with the problem that this spirit is common to believers and
disbelievers since, as Tabātabā‟ī said, this spirit is the source of life which
both the believer and the disbeliever possesses. On the other hand if you say
both the believer and the disbeliever possess this spirit and life, but the
believer‟s life has a specific characteristic which is different to the disbeliever‟s
life since the believer leads a goodly life which the disbeliever does not, then
the answer is that this goodly life will be attained after the believer‟s spirit is
confirmed by God and before that there was no such life with a specific
characteristic for the believer and this question. The question still remains
that if an unconfirmed believer could attain this goodly life then what specific
characteristic did he have which helped him to reach this perfection which
was not present in the disbeliever‟s spirit?
However, if it is said that the confirming spirit confirms the believer‟s spirit (the spirit
which was breathed into all humans but is ineffective in a disbeliever because of his
blasphemy) by God‟s permission or, more precisely, the spirit, which is the great
creature of God, confirms the believer‟s spirit (inner guidance) so that it can guide
the believer‟s soul to reach the desired bliss with the help of the external prophet.
This conclusion has many corroborators and reference will be made to some of them
in the following parts of this chapter.
Conclusion: From all of this it can be concluded that, as Tabātabā‟ī said, there are
two spirits in the human being (or we would say a spirit and a soul). However he
believes that the second spirit is specific to the believer. However, according to the
previous and future explanations it will become clear that the second spirit, which is
the breathed spirit, exists in unbelievers too and is different from the soul which is
the source of life. The most important thing is that what caused the angels to
prostrate before Adam was not this animal life, since the Quran postponed the
prostration until after the spirit was breathed when it says: “When I have fashioned
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him (in due proportion) and breathed into him of My spirit, fall ye down in obeisance
unto him.”66
This verse is not saying that man had no animal life and when he found animal life
then the angels had to prostrate before him. If that were the case why were the
angels not told to prostrate before the other animals? The intention seems to be
something else. The verse is silent or at least does not intend to state that by the
breathing of the spirit man finds animal life.

6.2.10. The third evidence: the subject of the angels’ prostration before
Adam
In this evidence we will firstly try to explain some of the Quran‟s points regarding
the angels‟ prostration before Adam then will analyze how Adam was able to attain
the stage at which angels had to prostrate before him, given the fact that angels
have a great rank with God and God in Quran says about them: “even those who are
with Him are not too proud to serve Him, nor are they (ever) weary (of His
service).”67 And also: “They are (but) servants raised to honour. They speak not
before He speaks, and they act (in all things) by His Command.”68 In this situation
God says to the angels “this human is my successor and you must prostrate before
him and anyone who turns away from my command will deserve severe
punishment”.
The fact is that the eventuality of performing an action or avoiding it (doing the
compulsory and leaving the legal prohibition) and man‟s ability to do so is not the
main criterion for his virtue and his better obedience. It is because God expresses
Adam‟s supremacy in the story of his creation and says that this man has the power
to endure the Names which you cannot and this is a station of perfection that the
station of angels does not reach. This is a level which purifies man‟s inward from
66
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corruption and bloodshed. Therefore the angels were convinced by God‟s reply:
“Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: I will create a vicegerent on earth. They said:
Wilt Thou place therein one who will make mischief therein and shed blood?

69

Whilst we do celebrate Thy praises and glorify Thy holy (name)? He said: I know
what ye know not.”70
First of all before looking into why Adam could reach this station, it is necessary to
mention some points:
1) As for the content of the conversation between God and the angels we can
understand that God‟s aim in commanding the angels to prostrate before
Adam was not only to prostrate before him but to prostrate before all human
kind. This means that this kind of creature has the competency to be
prostrated before by the angels. Adam was considered as a representative.
There appears to be consensus among scholars on this.
2) Why were the angels forced to prostrate and not to do something other than
that (an action which shows bowing and reverence to Adam). For example
they could have been told to be respectful towards Adam or revere him
instead.
3) Who is worthy of prostration in the believers‟ eye? It is clear that prostration is
only for God and someone who has found the station of divinity and divine
deputyship.
4) God postponed the angels‟ prostration until the time when he breathed his
spirit into Adam when he says: “When I have fashioned him and breathed into
him of my spirit, fall ye down in obeisance unto him.” 71 Before that the angels
were not obliged to prostrate. On the other hand Adam understood that he
had something which caused the angels‟ prostration.
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Conclusion: Overall it can be understood that the breathing of the spirit was the
cause for the angels‟ prostration. The above verse clearly shows this point and from
this two other points can be understood:
1- The greater spirit was not told to prostrate unto Adam, since it was not of the
group of the angels.72 There is great similarity between the human spirit and this
spirit. As mentioned for the respect of this similarity between the greater spirit
and human spirit angels prostrated before Adam and this greater spirit is the
main source of the human spirit. However as the Quran says we cannot
understand its nature: “of knowledge it is only a little that is communicated to
you.” (Quran, 17: 85)73
1- On the other hand the angels are not spirit, otherwise they would not be
forced to prostrate unto Adam. The Quran says: “So the angels prostrated
themselves, all of them together.”74 As can be seen in this verse the spirit is
not mentioned whereas the station is at the level that if the spirit had to
prostrate then it would have had to be expressed by God. For example God
would have said: so all the angels and the spirit prostrated together, as in
Sura Qadr which says: “Therein come down the angels and the Spirit by
72
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Allah's permission, on every errand.” It is mentioned that on the night of

Qadr, the spirit and angels come down both together and of course the issue
of prostration is more important than the spirit and angels coming down and
if the greater spirit must prostrate for Adam too it should be mentioned
whereas it is not mentioned. This is why we did not accept Tabātabā‟ī‟s idea
at the beginning of this chapter when he said the angels are pure spirit and
we said that they cannot be spirit and also said that this conclusion is not
true.
6.2.11.

A supplementary to the third evidence: A discussion on human

lifetime and primary humans
In this part we will discuss the age of current humans. Tabātabā‟ī in al-Mīzān says:
“The history of current mankind goes back to about seventy centuries ago as stated
in the Jewish historical texts, and t simple computing we can understand that it can
be true.” He also says that this is whilst geologists have found some human fossil
which were thought to be from about more than millions of years ago. How can this
incompatibility of evidences be explained? Is it possible to find some evidences to
prove this statement? Tabātabā‟ī explains the reasons to prove the Jewish historical
texts then he tries to answer the question about human fossils which are from
millions of years ago saying:
Geologists have no acceptable proof available that the current generation is joined
and connected to those humans. It is possible that in some point in time a kind of
human was generated and then removed. Different generations of humans were
born and removed until this current generation. However, the Qur‟an does not clearly
state whether the current human is the only human kind who has ever been on the
Earth or whether there have been other humans in different periods of history.
Nevertheless that may be inferred from the verse (They said: Wilt Thou place therein
one who will make mischief therein and shed blood?)75 that before this period there
were other periods when humans lived and we have referred to them in the
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commentary of this verse. From some Imams‟ Traditions it can be understood that
there have been many other human kinds before this current human.76

Tabātabā‟ī himself refers to several Traditions which clearly confirm this, writing:
“The book Tawhīd quoted from Imām al-Ṣādiq (AS) that he said: maybe you think
that God has not created any human being but you, of course God has created
thousands of Adams77 which you are at the end of this chain.”78
Tabātabā‟ī continues saying: Ibn Maytham in the description of Nahj al-balāgha
quoted a tradition like this, as did Shaykh Ṣadūq in the book Al-Khiṣāl and the
tradition is:
It is narrated from Imām al-Bāqir (AS) that he said: God created seven worlds on the
earth at the beginning of the creation of this world. The humans of these worlds
were not the children of Adam (our father). They were created from the earth. God
created all of them one by one with their related world and accommodated them on
the earth and created Adam (our father) and his children by him after them...”79

The following conclusions may be drawn from the above:
1- Because of their previous knowledge of human beings the angels thought that
Adam and his children were like the previous humans so they said: “whilst we
do celebrate Thy praises and glorify Thy holy (name).......”80 but they did not
understand that God had created a new Adam who would have a divine spirit
as well as a soul which could prevent him from mischief and bloodshed. This
is why God postponed their prostration before Adam until after breathing the
spirit into him.
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2- God created a composition by way of unification by breathing the spirit.81 This
composition created an extraordinary capacity for man - the capacity to bear
the Names (taḥamul-i „asmā‟) and to help the soul by providing an objective
template for Him (the spirit) to reach the highest stage of humanity which is
the main aim of its creation.
3- The last point is that after the angels prostrated before him and after residing
in paradise Adam was misled by the devil and committed a mistake: “Then
did Satan make them slip from the (Garden), and get them out of the state
(of felicity) in which they had been”82. Then God forgave him (and his wife
Eve) and taught him the words of repentance: “Then learnt Adam from his
Lord certain words and (Allah) accepted his repentance; for He is OftReturning, Most Merciful.”83 From this story we can conclude that the identity
and essence of Adam is related to his soul which is different from the spirit
which was breathed into him. The reason for this claim is that, as mentioned,
the spirit is immaterial and of divine command so the slip and committing
error has no meaning for it, but as the above verse shows Adam slipped.
Therefore this was due to his soul which was another part of him than the
breathed spirit.

6.2.12. The fourth evidence: The attribution of divine rewards and
punishments only to the soul
The Qur‟an attributes divine reward and punishment, guidance and misguidance etc
to the soul rather than the spirit. This shows that the personality and identity are
related to the soul rather than the spirit. The words used by the verses clearly
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distinguish between the soul and the spirit. This could be proof of the difference
between the soul and the spirit. However it needs more explanation.
At this point a question can be asked. Given the fact that God breathed from his
divine spirit into man which caused the angels to prostrate before him, why is man
so interested in this transitory world and why would he like to stay in this lower
world for eternity as the Quran says: “If it had been Our Will, We should have
elevated him with Our Signs; but he inclined to the earth, and followed his own vain
desires. His similitude is that of a dog ...”84
The answer could be that there is a material element in man which belongs to this
material world. It cannot be his body since the body has no consciousness and
understanding in itself. Tendency and willingness are followed by perception and
perception is related to the soul which is bodily in its origination (according to Mulla
Sadra).85
Of course the soul has perception and consciousness and through the soul desires
can be realized. Now the second question is: How can something which is made of
matter and belongs to it go through a non-material process and have motion
towards abstraction? For the answer to this question it seems realistic to say that
this ascending journey takes place with the help and assistance of the spirit which
God granted him and by which he gave him the capacity to grow and become like
the spirit. Therefore the human soul can go through this journey and reach the level
of divine spirit, which God breathed into the body, by following the spirit (inner
prophet) and of course through adherence to the external guidance (prophets) or go
through vain desires to be worse than animals. We will look at this in more detail in
the next section.
6.2.13.

Two supplements for the fourth evidence

A) When someone asked Tabātabā‟ī about the spirit (rūḥ) he said:
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As mentioned, the spirit is a creature which is greater than the angels. It has no
relation to human spirit and using the word spirit for that reality and human spirit is
a kind of equivocation (ishtirāk-i lafzī), rather than content participation (ishtirāk-i

ma‟nawī). Perhaps this is from the point of view that the rational human soul can
attain a station of companion and of the same rank as the greater spirit via its
ascending journey and in according with its worship and spiritual struggles.86

We have repeated these words because they can confirm the fourth evidence. As
Tabātabā‟ī noted, humankind can attain a station of the companion and of the same
rank as that greater spirit through his worship and spiritual struggles. In other words
man can go above the spirit through divine adoration. However, it is worth
mentioning that without guidance, either internal or external, this journey is
impossible for the soul. Therefore it should be said that the confirmation mentioned
in the Quran for the believer or for the believer‟s soul is due to the spirit breathed
into the body. This means that the human spirit has an inner expressive call which
helps and guides the believer whenever necessary and helps him to avoid precipices.
However, it is not incompatible to say that this very spirit is itself confirmed by the
greater divine spirit. It has some corroborants from the traditions which will be
explained in the next section.
However, according to Tabātabā‟ī the use of the word spirit for the human spirit is a
kind of equivocation (ishtirāk-i lafẓī) rather than content participation (ishtirāk-i

ma‟nawī) and is not compatible with his own idea which is that the human soul can
attain a station to be collaborator and of the same rank as that greater spirit via its
ascending journey and in accordance with its worship and spiritual struggles. This
collaboration which he mentions could be proof that there is a similarity between the
human spirit and the greater spirit which allows for this collaboration. At the
beginning of this chapter we stated that there is homogeneity between all instances
of the spirit.
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B) Tabātabā‟ī believed that the soul and the spirit are one. Therefore he
sometimes uses soul and sometimes spirit to refer to this existent but he does
not provide any evidence for his claim. He says:
There is no doubt that in this tangible frame which we call human, exists a source
of life to which consciousness and human will are attributed. Almighty God
sometimes refers to this source as the spirit and sometimes as the soul when he
talks about the creation of the human being. For example in these two verses:
“When I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into him of My spirit,
fall ye down in obeisance unto him.87” And “But He fashioned him in due
proportion, and breathed into him of His spirit88”.89

He usually provides many evidences for his claims but for this he only mentions
gives two examples which are both related to the spirit and an explanation of the
soul has not been given in either of them. This is because breathing the soul has no
meaning. Besides he always refers to the spirit as the source of life while he does
not express any reasons for this claim.
As we mentioned earlier, we know from experience and through some Traditions
that man has an animal life before having the spirit breathed into him. Basically
animal life has a kind of consciousness with it, as it has been proved that animals
have special perception, feelings and even emotions. Therefore we cannot delay
human life until the presence of the spirit in the fourth month of life. Again no one
says that animals have spirit though they do have life and all the features that we
prove for humans such as perception, consciousness and emotions, and the most
important of all is that they have resurrection too.90 They will complain to God about
those who have been cruel to them. Therefore this can be taken as confirmation of
the fact that it is the soul which is subject to divine reward and punishment. This
soul has the characteristics of animal souls, but as it has been united with a divine
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spirit it has found the capacity for growing and ascendency to pass the limitations of
animals and reach a higher level than the angels.
6.2.14. The fifth evidence: The human spirit is an independent substance
Some commentators have also referred to the point that the human spirit is an
independent substance according to Quranic verses and so it is different from the
soul. For example the author of the commentary Ahsan al-ḥadīth, says about this
verse: “It is Allah that takes the souls (of men) at death; and those that die not (He
takes) during their sleep.”91 Then he refers to this verse:
(For such He has written Faith in their hearts, and strengthened them with a spirit
from Himself).92 From this verse it is clear that in pure believers exists a spirit which
is independent, it is not like a state or an accidental quality as was quoted from the
commentary of „Ayyāshī, and God knows better.93

The independence which this commentary mentions is the same as that on which we
are insisting. Also in the explanation of the verse below he says:
And thus have We, by Our Command, sent inspiration to thee: thou knewest not
(before) what was Revelation and what was Faith.”94 As in the previous verses it
could be understood that the purpose of „inspiration‟ is to inspire and send. This
verse clearly shows that a spirit inspires the prophet. But is the meaning of the
spirit a kind of exhilaration state which occurs in the prophets or is it an
independent spirit which has been breathed from Almighty God? The appearance of
the verses is that it is independent. Therefore the prophets have another spirit
which is of a higher level than the normal human spirit, as it has been told in the
traditions: “that spirit accompanies the prophets and Imams and would not leave
them. It brings knowledge for them and saves them from mistakes.” It has been
told in the commentary of Burhan by Imām Bāqir (AS) and Imām Ṣādiq (AS): “it is
indeed true that the spirit is one of his creatures. It has vision, strength and
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confirmation. God places it in the hearts of the apostles and believers‟‟. Therefore
this spirit is not a state and accident; rather it is an independent substance.95

This commentary understands the spirit as an independent issue which is different
from the soul and alongside it. However, as it has come in some Traditions that God
places it in the hearts of the prophets and the believers, it can be understood that
this is the same spirit which is also referred to as the spirit of faith (rūḥ-i „īmān) in
the Traditions and it is the fourth spirit which belongs to the prophets and the
believers. This is different from the Holy Spirit (rūḥ al-qudus) which belongs to the
present prophet or Imam who lives in their own time.

Ahsan al-ḥadīth also in the explanation of this verse says:
It is Allah that takes the souls (of men) at death; and those that die not (He takes)
during their sleep: those on whom He has passed the decree of death, He keeps
back (from returning to life), but the rest He sends (to their bodies) for a term
appointed. Verily in this are Signs for those who reflect.96” this verse clearly shows
that while someone is dying or sleeping God takes his soul, it is necessary to know
that the issue of “I breathed of my spirit unto him” is not stated in the creation of
animals whilst they have spirit, it will be known that the independent spirit which
human possesses, is other than the animal spirit. Again particularly in regard to the
verse: “then we developed out of it another creature.”97 It will become clear that by
breathing, the independent spirit comes as a new creation. By considering the verse
“I breathed of my spirit unto him” it seems that the intended meaning of “breathed
of my spirit” is to create and impart the spirit into the mother‟s abdomen.98

It should be mentioned that the sentence which says „whilst the animals have spirit‟
in fact should be „whilst animals have soul‟ as explained in the third evidence.
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This point can also be taken from the Traditions which will be explained later to
support the claim that man possesses a spirit and a soul. Qurashī also explains the
verse „when I fashioned him and breathed unto him of my spirit‟ as follows:
Abū Baṣīr quoted from the Imam about this verse (when I fashioned him and
breathed unto him of my spirit) that God created a creature and a spirit then
dictated to the angel to breathe unto him (Adam), the spirit is not a thing to reduce
something of God. It is from Almighty God‟s power.99

In this tradition regarding “created a creature” Imām (AS) stated that at first there
was a creation then the breathing took place. However, it is important to know that
collecting some mud and making a statue of a humanoid is not called creation.
6.2.15.

Conclusion

As a result it seems that lack of separation between the spirit and the soul in this
section (similar to the last chapter) creates many difficulties. These difficulties can
be seen in almost all of the commentaries on the Quran. For example it can be seen
that some commentators expressed something which they then denied in the
following pages of their commentaries100 whereas of course by separation of the
spirit and the soul nearly all of these problems can be removed. However, from the
subjects which have been stated these conclusions can be made:
1- The Qur‟an explains the spirit as something which has been breathed into the
body. Some characteristics have been expressed for the spirit like belonging
to the command world, immaterial, something which has been created by
God‟s command and something with a kind of holiness. It is a living and
independent substance which possesses perception, consciousness and unity
with the human being. However it does not add life to the human being, since
man had life before the spirit was breathed into him. It also has a guiding role
in the human body. This role will be explained in more detail in the next
section.
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2- On the other hand it can be understood from the Quran that the creation of
the human being begins as soon as the foetus starts to grow. It is a motion
which begins from an inanimate issue towards a vegetative soul.
Subsequently in the seventh week of pregnancy when the foetus‟ heart starts
to beat and its circulatory system becomes independent of the mother the
animal life of the soul begins too. This soul has some characteristics such as
having movement, capability and faculty and the ability to reach the degree
of the spirit by following the divine commands and not complying with its
carnal desires. On the other hand man can follow its carnal desires which are
part of its material nature and stay in its animal state. This desire for infinity,
in either immaterial or material issues, exists because it has been united with
a companion which is theocentric and infinity demanding (the spirit),
therefore the soul wants infinity of everything and is never fully satisfied in its
worldly or spiritual desires. For this respect it can become even lower than
animals by following its carnal desires or become even higher than angels by
following the spirit. Most of the subjects stated above can be confirmed by
the Traditions which we will now go on to explain in more detail.

6.3.

Considering the Traditions about the soul and the spirit

6.3.1. Introduction
There are many Traditions from the Prophet and his descendants about all aspects
of the creation of the human being, so it would be useful to find and analyse their
ideas on this matter. However, understanding the Traditions is very difficult and as
far as we know there has not been a full investigation to collect, divide and analyse
all the Traditions regarding the soul and the spirit.
The traditions from the Prophet and his descendants are very diverse and broad
about the soul and the spirit and expressed in a very complicated manner. The
factors of this complexity are great, perhaps due to their sophisticated contents as
well as well as having different meanings for different audiences. Aside from these
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two factors sometimes the audience was a non-believer, therefore the answer would
have been different.
It would be more useful to divide the Traditions into groups to make it easier to
consider and analyse their contents. As a result all of the traditions which were
found were divided into three main groups as follows:

6.3.2. Traditions which clearly say that every human is made of three
parts: body, soul and spirit.
This group is very varied although they all have one thing in common which is that
they explicitly express that the human being is made of body, soul and spirit. Some
of them specifically express the actions of the soul, the spirit and even the body.
1) The book al-Ikhtiṣāṣ with regard to the creation of man stated:
Al-„Alim (AS) said:101 God created two connected worlds, world of upper and lower,
then combined the two worlds into the son of Adam, ... Adam testified that there is
no god but God and created him with the soul and body and the spirit. The spirit
that does not leave him unless he leaves this world and the soul that he can see
dreams and stations (maqāmāt) by it and body which will be corroded and returns
to soil after death.

102

The following points can be understood from this ḥadīth:
1- Imam (AS) explicitly expressed that the human possesses body, soul and
spirit all together.
2- This ḥadīth refers to two worlds which God combined in man, so there is not
one world which is called spirit at the higher level and soul at the lower level.
The ḥadīth clarifies that there are three things which exist alongside each
other, so discussion about the level is wrong.
101
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3- This ḥadīth says that the soul will be separated from the body when man is
sleeping. However, this topic needs more investigation.
2) The book Biḥār al-anwār narrates a ḥadīth from al-Durr al-manthūr which says
this about the creation of Adam‟s children:
God created Adam as he wills and as he wishes, He was also, blessed be Allah, the
Best of Creators. He created his flesh and blood, his bones, hair and his body from
soil and water; this is the beginning of the creation of Adam. Then He put the soul
into his body. Then by the soul man can stand and sit, listen and see, learn and
know what animals can know and beware of dangers. Then God put the spirit into
the body. By the spirit Adam knows right from wrong and guidance from error and
he camouflages and learns and manages all of his affairs.”103

In this ḥadīth the creation of flesh, blood and the like are all attributed to the body
and standing, sitting, listening and the like are attributed to the soul as they are all
similarly attributed in animals, but the moral recognitions like knowing right from
wrong and the like are attributed to the spirit. This is evidence for the subject which
was mentioned in the first section of this chapter that the proportionment in the
verse “when I fashioned him and breathed unto him of my spirit prostrate for him”
must be attributed to the soul. This is because, as previously stated, before
breathing the spirit (fourth month of pregnancy) the human being is alive, so
activities relating to life must be attributed to the soul and the breathing of the spirit
does not something such as life to the human body. However the ḥadīth separates
the actions of the body, soul and spirit from each other and this could be a
confirmation of the subjects mentioned previously.
3) In Al-Mawā‟iẓ al-„adadīyyah there is a report concerning advice from
Luqmān,104 to his son as follows:
My son, people are made of three parts, one-third for God and one-third for himself
and one-third for the worms, the spirit is for God, and his knowledge [remains] for
himself [or for his action] and his body is for the worms.105
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This ḥadīth states that the human being is tripartite in his existence, each part of
which will return to its origin: the spirit returns to God, the soul to its knowledge or
its action (what he did in this world) and finally the body to the worms and the soil.
4) The next ḥadīth is from „Ilal in which Imām Ṣādiq (AS) says that the human
being has some spirits as well as his body and God will separate them from
his body after death.
Imām Ṣādiq (AS) said: ... and that God will make separation between spirits and body,
so the spirit and the light will be returned to the first power and leave the body as it is
from the material world ... and all of them return to their first substance ...

106

This ḥadīth mentions some useful points which can be referred to as follows:
1- The Imām (AS) says that when death occurs the spirits and body will be
separated from each other. The word spirits refers to more than one spirit but
the body is mentioned in the singular, so we have more than one spirit which
will become detached from the body.
2- The Imām (AS) says spirit and light return to the first power and leave the
body. Interpreting spirit and light is a subject the meaning of which should be
extracted from other Traditions.
5) Majma‟ ul-bayān narrated from Imam Kāẓim (AS) that he said:
No one slept unless his soul (nafs) ascended to the heavens and the spirit was left in
his body to become a connection between the two, like the sunbeam. If God has
allowed the life to be captured the spirit will follow the soul (spirit will go to heavens
too and man will die) and if permission is given to the soul to return then the soul
returns to the spirit And this is his glory saying: “It is Allah that takes the souls (of
men) at death; and those that die not (He takes) during their sleep: those on whom
He has passed the decree of death, He keeps back (from returning to life) , but the
rest He sends (to their bodies) for a term appointed. Verily in this are Signs for those
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who reflect.”107Therefore what he saw in the kingdom of heaven can have
interpretation, whereas what he saw between the heaven and the earth has no
interpretation, as it is what the devil has sent to his imagination.108

The points which can be understood from this ḥadīth are:
1- It clearly refers to the soul and the spirit.
2- It can be concluded from this sentence which says (the spirit will return to the
soul) that the spirit and the soul will be left together after death. Therefore
the assertion that the soul is the same as vapour spirit which will be nothing
after death is wrong.
6) There is another ḥadīth from Imam Kāẓim (AS) which corroborates the
previous one:
If someone slept the animal spirit (rūḥ-i ḥaywānī) will be remaining in his body and
what comes out of it is the spirit of intellect (rūḥ-i „aql). Abd al-Ghaffār-i „Aslamī asks
that Almighty God said: “It is Allah that takes the souls (of men) at death; and those
that die not (He takes) during their sleep” then wouldn‟t all spirits go towards God
when man is sleeping? Imam said: the spirit of intellect (rūḥ-i „aql) is the only one
which leaves, rather the spirit of life (rūḥ-i ḥayāt) is left in the body and will be
remaining in it until man‟s death.”109

It can be understood from this ḥadīth that both the soul and the spirit will come out
of the body and will be left after death because the Imam used the word „exit‟

(khurūj)‟. God takes the spirits of intellect and the others will come out by death.
This ḥadīth taken with the other ḥadīths which consider man as a thing that consists
of several spirits help us to understand.
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7) Al-Khairī stated a tradition to interpret the verse “On the Day every soul will
come up pleading for itself, and every soul will be recompensed (fully) for all its
actions, and none will be unjustly dealt with110:
The soul and the spirit attend in front of God and quarrel with each other. The soul
says I was like a shirt and until the time that you were with me I never approached
any sins. The spirit says, I was created many years before you and before I came
inside you I did not know what sin was. Then God says an example for them about a
blind man, a disabled man (shal) and a worm on the wall. God told the blind man
and the disabled man to pick off the grapes of grapevine. The blind man said I am
not able to see and the disabled man said I am not able to walk. Then God ordains
the disabled man to ride the blind man [like the worm that is blind but can move]
and to pick off the grapes. Then God says to the soul and the spirit that this is your
example. As the grapes were picked off by both, the sin was also done by both of
you.111

From this ḥadīth some points can be taken:
1- It explicitly states that both the soul and the spirit exist in the human being.
2- The soul and the spirit will be left after death.
3- Both the soul and the spirit will be questioned.
4- The spirit has been created before the soul, but there is no reference to the
time of the soul‟s creation.
5- The existence of the spirit before the soul has been enough to see the world of
pre-existence and to make the „covenant of Alast‟ („ālam al-dhar) as man
consists of spirit and soul.
8) Nahj al-balāgha expresses a moral story about man‟s creation. In this story
Imam Ali (AS) states that the soul and the spirit both share the creation of
man and he states how they came to each other. He speaks about a sample
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of human being and explains what happened during his lifetime until he died
and for briefness we will give the conclusion of this story.
... that very suckling child becomes vicious and like a bloodthirsty animal. But it will not
take long until incapacity and disability of the beginning of his life will be back again. It
means the cradle of the day of his birth changes to a dark and tight grave. Over there
under the tombstone, alone and alien, he puts his head on the soil of fear and
remembers what he did in the world. He then can see his bad actions like killing, stealing
and oppression, but worse than all was his dear accompanying traveller which was from
the immaterial world who says I wish that I had never been with you. This is the voice
which wise and righteous people can hear during their lifetime and this is the voice of
conscience ...112

The ḥadīth from al-Khairī which was mentioned above confirms that in Nahj ul-

balāgha.
9) The commentary of al-Mīzān narrates a Tradition from Imam Baqir (AS):
Someone asked Imam Baqir (AS), what is the meaning of this statement from the
Prophet that “if a man commits adultery the spirit of faith will leave and become
separated from him”? Imam said: this is the interpretation of this verse (and
strengthened them with a spirit from himself)113 this is the divine spirit which will be
separated from the adulterous man.114

As we will explain later the „spirit of faith‟ is an independent existence and is not the
same as „faith‟ which is an adjective relating to the soul.
10) Another Tradition from Imam Ṣādiq (AS) is narrated in al-Mīzān :
Almighty God confirms the believer by a spirit which will be with him continuously
when he does any good action and leaves him if he practises any bad action or
offence. Therefore divine spirit will come to flutter from a happiness which arises
from the believer‟s good work and goes into the ground by any offence ... then
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Imam (AS) said: we (Imams) confirm and help the spirit by obeying God and doing
his commands.115

In short we can understand from these two ḥadīths that the spirit mentioned above
is inside the human being as a part of him and also it is other than the animal spirit
(we will explain this distinction later). Disbelievers and some other people do not
benefit from the spirit because of their transgressions and sins. It is divine
punishment that their spirit gives them no benefit since the spirit is an independent,
immaterial and divine existent which is not unresponsive with regard to man‟s
actions. If man commits a bad action the spirit sometimes blames him116 and if it
cannot inhibit him then as the ḥadīth said it will leave him, but it cannot be
completely separated from him because the spirit is a part of man as it was breathed
unto him.
11) A ḥadīth in Biḥār al-anwār which explains the way of action of each part in
addition to saying human is a tripartite existent:
This ḥadīth was narrated by „Ilal:
This is an explanation about the creation of Adam (AS). Almighty God said: I began
to create Adam; I created his body as a mixture of four things and then I put his
inheritance in his sons to be developed in their bodies and grow upon that until the
day of resurrection. I made his body when I created him of wet and dry and hot
and cold and so I created him from soil and water. Then I put a soul and a spirit
into him ..., his soul‟s characteristics are such as his intensity, his contempt, his
desire, his libidinous pleasure, his laughter, his ignorance ..., characteristics of the
spirit are, his tolerant, his dignity and modesty, his chastity and prudency, his
generosity and sincerity and ..., and if holder of the intellect fears to be overcome
by the soul‟s ethics, then he will induce the soul to accept the spirit‟s ethics and to
keep it ... The holder of intellect would change intensity to tolerance, contempt to
dignity, desire to modesty and so on. It is the fact that by the soul man can hear
and see, eat and drink, stand and sit, cry and laugh, rather by the spirit man can
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recognize right path from the wrong, guidance from aberration and correct form
error. And also by the spirit man can learn and teach, order and reason, feel
ashamed and prevent, understand and process.”117

The following points can be understood from this ḥadīth:
1- This ḥadīth - like the previous ones – also states the distinction of body the
soul and the spirit and that the human is a tripartite being.
2- It relates the excellent characteristics of the spirit and the features that arise
from the materiality of human to the soul.
3- It believes that the functions of a living thing such as hearing, sight, etc
pertain to the soul and the functions concerning humanity and spirituality
pertain to the spirit.
4- The most important of all is that the ḥadīth says that a wise human can
change the soul‟s behaviour which has material and animal colour to the
excellent characteristics that are related to the spirit.
5- All the actions that take place to change the bad features to good ones and
vice versa are done inside the human. So the ḥadīth introduces the human
being as a perfect world who can perform all of its material and spiritual
actions inside himself.
6.3.3. The Traditions which hold that man has several spirits
These Traditions explain that the prophets and Imams (P.B.W.T) have five spirits,
believers, and in some traditions believers and the prophets, have four spirits and
finally disbelievers and animals have three spirits. At the end of this section we will
draw a conclusion as well as stating the Traditions and the necessary explanations.
These Traditions are as follows:
1) There is a ḥadīth from Imam Ṣādiq (AS) in the book of Baṣā‟ir al-darajāt as
follows:
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There are five spirits in the prophets and his guardians consisting of the holy spirit

(rūḥ al-qudus), the spirit of faith (rūḥ al-„īmān), the spirit of body (rūḥ al-badan), the
spirit of power (rūḥ al-qowwa) and the spirit of lust (rūḥ al-shahwa). There are three
spirits in disbelievers including the spirit of body, the spirit of power and the spirit of
lust. Then Imam said: the spirit of faith always accompanies the body as long as it
has not committed any big sins. However if he commits a big sin then this spirit will
leave him but he will never do a big sin if he is accompanied by the holy spirit.118

The point contained in this ḥadīth is that Imam (AS) relates three spirits to
disbelievers and animals, and this is a reason for the suggestion that a disbeliever
does not have the spirit of faith (as stated previously, he has this spirit but is not
able to use it). This also confirms two other subjects:
1- In the first section of this chapter we stated that the previous humans were
like animals, although they had human features such as the ability to talk etc.
This is because, as has been suggested previously in this chapter, the animals
have similar feelings and emotions to humans but at a lower level, if not at
the same level. However the distinction between humans and animals was
the presence of the spirit of faith on which we were insisting and which this

ḥadīth also explicitly states.
2- The second point which was stated earlier on and should also be mentioned
here that the spirit of faith is the same as the spirit which is breathed into the
human being and which the disbeliever, because of his heresy, is unable to
use, although he has this spirit. This does not mean that the disbeliever lacks
this spirit from the beginning of his life. This ḥadīth confirms what we said
about disbelievers, that they have no spirit of faith and they are like animals
and sometimes maybe even worse than animals.119
2) Someone asked Imam Bāqir (AS) about the knowledge of wise scholars

(„ālim) and he said:
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There are five spirits in the prophets and guardians consisting of the Holy Spirit, the
spirit of faith, the spirit of life, the spirit of power, the spirit of lust and by the Holy
Spirit we can know about the heavens and the earth. Then Imam said the spirits
are all affected by events, other than the Holy Spirit which is not affected.120

3) The book Baṣā‟ir al-darajāt records a ḥadīth from Imam Ali (AS) in which
Imam explains all spirits and their functions. We will translate some parts of
the ḥadīth that are required:
Someone came to Imam Ali (AS) and said that a group of people claim that a person
does not commit adultery or does not steal or drink or take usury or kill others while
he believes in God. It is very hard for me and wounds my heart when they even
claim a person who prays toward the Qibla, accepts my invitation, I marry her or she
marries me, inherits from me or I inherit from him and so on, will be out of believing
by doing a small sin.
Imam Ali said your friend is right, I heard the Messenger of Allah when he said Allah
created the creatures on three levels and located them in three homes and this what
Almighty God in his book said: the Companions of the Right Hand and the
Companions of the Left Hand, And those Foremost (in Faith) will be Foremost (in the
Hereafter) These will be those Nearest to Allah. Those foremost (in faith) are
prophets, including messengers and non-messengers, whom God has given five
spirits, the holy spirit (rūḥ al-qudus), the spirit of faith (rūḥ al-„īmān), the spirit of
body (rūḥ al-badan), the spirit of power (rūḥ al-qowwa) and the spirit of lust (rūḥ al-

shahwa). It is due to the Holy Spirit that God has sent them as prophets including
messengers and non-messengers. And due to the spirit of faith (believers) worship
God and do not associate anything with him. And due to the spirit of power they
battle with their enemy and achieve their livelihood. And by the spirit of lust they can
enjoy food and marry young women and by the spirit of body they can move and
walk. Then he said: “Those messengers We endowed with gifts, some above others:
Allah spoke to one of them; others He raised to degrees (of honour); to Jesus (AS)
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the son of Mary We gave clear (Signs), and strengthened him with the Holy Spirit

(rūḥ al-qudus).121

Imam (AS) continues saying:
As regards the Companions of the Right Hand, they are true believers whom God has
given four spirits, the spirit of faith (rūḥ al-„īmān), the spirit of power (rūḥ al-

qowwa), the spirit of lust (rūḥ al-shahwa) and the spirit of body (rūḥ al-badan).
These spirits are constantly becoming more complete and they will then find some
conditions. The first condition will be the same as God said: “and of you there are
some who are sent back to a feeble age, so that they know nothing after having
known (much)".122 They will lack all four spirits, but not to be out of religion since
God is the doer of that (this lack of the spirits) ..., and also lack the spirit of power
..., and lack the spirit of lust ..., finally only the spirit of body will remain for him by
which he can move and walk and at the end that will be taken by the Angel of death.
These are all good conditions because God is the doer of them all.
Sometimes when he is strong and young he feels that he tends to do sin and the
spirit of power encourages him and the spirit of lust shows the sin as a good thing to
him and the spirit of body supports him until he commits the sin. After committing
the sin his faith will be defective. His defective faith will not return unless he repents
...,
the Companions of the Left Hand are a group of Jews and Christians as God said:
The People of the Book know this as they know their own sons in their home; but
some of them conceal the truth which they themselves know. The Truth is from thy
Lord and the prophet is truly sent to them from God; so be not at all in doubt.
However when they denied what they knew, God blamed them and took the spirit of
faith out of them and left them only three spirits i.e. the spirit of power, the spirit of
lust and the spirit of body then added them to animal and said: “They are only like
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cattle; nay, they are farther astray from the way”123 since the animal carries things
by the spirit of power, eats by the spirit of lust and moves by the spirit of body.124

The following points can be obtained from this ḥadīth:
1- With due consideration to the last section in which Imam said: (when they
denied what they knew, God blamed them and took the spirit of faith out of
them and left them with three spirits only) as a result it can be understood
that they had the spirit of faith too but they lost it through their denial.
2- Prior to that the ḥadīth said that when they committed the sin their faith
became defective but the ḥadīth did not say their spirit of faith became
defective. This is because faith is related to the person himself and is a level
of perfection for the believer. In other words their commitment of the sin
caused defection of their faith, rather their concealing the truth which they
acknowledged, and caused them to lose their spirit of faith and to fall to the
level of animal or even lower.
3- About old people it says that their spirit of faith (rūḥ al-„īmān) becomes
defective;, in other words because they are old they cannot use their spirit of
faith well, although their faith („īmān) might be completely stable.125

4) A ḥadīth has been cited in Biḥār al-„anwār as follows:
Iman Ṣadiq (AS) said: the human body is based on four things, the spirit

(rūḥ), the intellect („aql), blood (dam) and the soul (nafs). If the spirit leaves
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the body intellect will follow it. If the spirit observes something the intellect
will memorise that for the spirit and the soul and the blood will be left.126
These points can be taken from this ḥadīth:
1- This ḥadīth attributes the intellect to the spirit and introduces it as an
employee of the spirit. This subject needs to be discussed further and it could
answer many questions and in particular it could make the station of the
intellect clearer.
2- Furthermore this ḥadīth indicates that the spirit and its characteristics are
different from the soul. However the meaning of the soul here is not clear.
5) In Baṣā‟ir al-darajāt there is a ḥadīth from Imam Bāqir (AS) as follows:
Imam Bāqir (AS) said that God created the prophets and Imams with five spirits,
the spirit of power, the spirit of faith, the spirit of life, the spirit of lust and the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit is from God, it does not play or change, but the other spirits
may be accidentally changed. And it is through the Holy Spirit that the prophets
and Imams can understand what happens in the heavens and the earth.127

6) The other ḥadīth is from Imam Ṣādiq (AS) and confirms the contents of the
above tradition and it also explains a new point:
Mufaḍdal says I asked Imam how is it possible that while Prophet is in his home and
has even covered himself; he can tell what is happening around the world at the
present time. Imam (AS) said: God granted the Prophet five spirits, the spirit of life
which he can move with, the spirit of power to revolt and crusade, the spirit of lust
to eat, drink and to marry lawful women, the spirit of faith to promote good and to
observe justice and the Holy Spirit to carry out the prophecy and when the Prophet
dies the Holy Spirit moves to the next Imam. The Holy Spirit does not sleep, play, or
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neglect nor makes any mistakes. The Holy Spirit is stable and can see what is in the
West and the East of the world and in the sea and the land.”128

It is worth pointing out that the ḥadīth says that when the Prophet dies the Holy
Spirit will be in the presence of the next Imam and this can be a clear reason why
the Holy Spirit is an independent substance, not a personal level which the Prophet
can achieve. Understanding this point could resolve many problems regarding the
soul and the spirit.

6.3.4. The traditions which hold that man has an inner guidance
The contents of these groups of traditions which will be considered in this section
state that the human being possesses a special power which can guide him in some
cases when he needs guidance, in addition to his faculties like life, power and
perception. In other words as God gave animals a special faculty called instinct by
which they can manage their life fully, so animals have something more than
humans in this respect. In the same way God granted humans a special steering
power, which has a different function to animal instinct and as the station of human
is higher than animal, the kind of guidance of this steering power is even higher
than animal instinct. These traditions can be divided to three groups as follows:

6.3.5. The traditions which state that the human being has an inward
guidance
As before we will first express the ḥadīth and then consider its contents.
Kulaynī in the book al-Kāfī narrated a ḥadīth from Imam Kāẓim (AS) as follows:
Imam Kāẓim (AS) said: Verily Allah has two authoritative proofs over people: a
manifest proof and an inward proof. The manifest proof is represented by the
128
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prophets and messengers and Imams, and the inward proof is represented by the
intellect.129

The following points can be understood from this ḥadīth:
a. Inward proof and manifest proof have been mentioned together to indicate
that the station of the inward proof is like the manifest proof, which is
guidance. It is clear that a prophet should be totally innocent; therefore this

ḥadīth shows that there is something in humans which cannot possess some
features such as aberration and error, otherwise it would be pointless to call it
proof. However, since it is held that only the prophets and imams are totally
innocent, unlike other people, this proof should be independent of humans
and their errors. This is an important point and ignoring it could cause many
mistakes.
b. The ḥadīth refers to the word „people‟ to indicate that this proof does not only
belong to a certain group of people such as believers rather it belongs to all
people and has been given to all human beings.
c. In the first section of this chapter Tabātabā‟ī used the verse “God confirmed
them by a spirit from him” to conclude that a believer has two spirits, one the
human being spirit and the other a spirit which belongs to a believer and
which a disbeliever does not possess. However, we said that this spirit is also
present in a disbeliever but he is unable to use it because of his unbelief and
it is not functional for the disbeliever. This ḥadīth also confirms these
statements.
6.3.6. Traditions which explain the intellect and its functions
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This group of Traditions claims that intellect is a divine power which is innocent of
error and its inspirations are true. The Traditions about the intellect are so many
that their collection would require a separate book, so we will only express some of
them as a sample.130
1) The Prophet (SAWA) said: “the very basis of man is his intellect („aql), and the
man devoid of intellect has no religion.”131
2) The Prophet (SAWA) said: “Verily the intellect is a lasso used to restrain
ignorance, and the carnal soul is like the vilest of beasts which if left unrestrained
will go wild.”132
3) The Prophet (SAWA) said: “the intellect is a light that Allah has created for
mankind and which he has ordained to illuminate the heart, in order that with it
he may know the difference between the visually manifest things and the unseen
things.”133

There are many Traditions about intellect from Imam Ali (AS) all of which refer to a
kind of infallibility along with guidance for the owner of the intellect. We refer to
some of these Traditions.
4) The first sermon in Nahj al-balāghah is about the purpose of sending
prophets (P.B.W.T):
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Then Allah sent His messengers and His prophets towards them one after another
to get them to fulfil the promise of their temperament, to recall to them His
bounties, to exhort them by preaching, to unveil before them the hidden virtues of
wisdom and show them the signs of His Omnipotence ...134

By saying “to unveil for them the buried intellects” the Imam wants to point to an
issue inside man which has become buried because of blasphemy, ignorance and
aberration. The prophets have come to bring out this valuable treasure (intellect)
which is an inner guidance for humans toward their bliss (sa‟ādat).
5) Imam Alī (AS) said: “the intellect is immune from wrong and commands
good doing.”135
6) Imam Ali (AS) said: “The intellect is the messenger of the truth.”136
In this ḥadīth the Imam says that the intellect is a divine messenger. This ḥadīth is
compatible with the other ḥadīth which said God has two proofs over humans and
also with the ḥadīth from Nahj al-balāghah which said that the purpose of sending
prophets was to actualise and unveil their buried intellects. There are many
Traditions about the intellect in books of Islamic Tradition which require analysis and
investigation. We will now mention some more of these Traditions each of which
contains a special fact about the intellect.
7) Imam Ali (AS) said: “Whims and carnal desires cause the intellect to
disappear.”137
8) Imam al-Bāqir (AS) said: “there is no affliction worse than a lack of

intellect.”138
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9) Imam Ṣādiq (AS) said:
Verily Allah, exalted be his praise, created the intellect, and it is the very first
thing he created amongst all the spiritual beings from the right hand side of his
Throne out of his light.139

What can be understood overall from the stated traditions about the intellect is that
the intellect is a divine creation which is free from error and has been placed in the
human being. It can be confidently said that all the Islamic texts believe in such
features as infallibility and purity of the intellect. However, although thinking

(tafakkur) is known to be very valuable and according to Islamic traditions one hour
of good thinking is equal to seventy years of worship, such infallibility and purity has
not been stated about it.

6.3.7. Traditions concerning sincerity in action
This group of Traditions states that if man spends forty days only for God (meaning
he tries to purify his inner being), wisdom (a reality in which no error can enter) will
run from his heart onto his tongue. What is understood from these traditions is that
they prove what was said before about the existence of an inner power in humans
which, in case of the removal of its barriers, will become actual and a source of good
effects on human being.
1) The Prophet (SAWA) said: “No sooner does a servant spend his morning in a
state of sincere devotion for forty days than the springs of wisdom will flow
from his heart onto his tongue.”140
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The important point here is that this ḥadīth is not saying that if someone spends
forty days for the sake of God, wisdom will be created in him; rather the Tradition is
saying that there is a source of wisdom in humans which will spring onto the tongue
if its barriers are removed.141
2) In al-Kāfī there is a Tradition stated from Abān ibn al-Taghlab who heard it
from Imam Ṣādiq (AS). The Tradition is:
There is no believer unless there are two ears in his inward heart. The devil talks to
him via one and tempts him and via the other the angel from God talks to him. God
confirms the believer by the angel. This is what Qur‟an says: “and strengthened
them with a spirit from Himself142

This is what Tabātabā‟ī says about this ḥadīth:
The purpose of this ḥadīth is not to say that the spirit means the angel, but that the
angel always accompanies the spirit and works alongside it. It is as the Qur‟an says
that God sends the angel along with the spirit: “He doth send down His angels by
the spirit of His Command, to such of His servants as He pleaseth.143

3) There is a ḥadīth in Biḥār Al-anwār which confirms the contents of the above
Tradition:
Every servant (all people) has four eyes; he can be aware of his religious and
worldly affairs by two of the eyes and by the other two can see his hereafter affair.
Therefore if God wants welfare for someone, opens his two eyes which are located
in his heart then he can become aware of unseen world and his hereafter affair, but
if God does not want this, leaves his heart and what it contains.144

The following points can be understood from this ḥadīth:
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1. It has been clearly stated that there are some powers in man which help him
to understand the true way from the wrong way in this world and also in the
invisible world and in the hereafter if God wills.
2. The eyes that show the invisible world and hereafter exist in all humans, but
God does not open them in some humans. The sentence “leaves his heart and
what it contains” indicate this, and this tradition is a confirmation of when we
said previously that this divine inner power exists in all humans, including the
believer and the disbeliever. This power is functional in believers but nonfunctional in disbelievers.
3. The other point is that this ḥadīth introduces the heart as the container of both
kinds of eyes.145

6.3.8. The conclusion of these three groups of traditions
As a summary we should say that the conclusion of all the cited traditions is the
existence of an inward issue which possesses some features like purity and
infallibility. This is what this research aims to prove, i.e. the existence of such an
existent in human being which seems an acceptable conclusion from the view of the
Traditions.

6.4. Whether the different kinds of spirit mentioned previously are
separate substances or not
It seems that this subject needs further investigation. It could help us to understand
the human being better so we will try to explain all the spirits mentioned in the
Traditions.
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6.4.1. The Holy Spirit (rūḥ al-qudus)
It can be clearly understood from the Traditions that the Holy Spirit is an
independent existence which God puts into prophets to help them in the duty of
prophecy. This spirit is separate from the prophets‟ souls. Some Traditions
mentioned above confirm this, like the ḥadīth which said: the Holy Spirit carries out
the prophecy and when one prophet dies the Holy Spirit moves to the next one.146
Because of the importance of the idea that there are independent spirits in humans,
we will try to investigate some other Traditions to see what results can be achieved.
1) There are various Traditions in the book Baṣā‟r al-Darajāt (Chapters Fourteen
to Twenty) about the spirit and the Holy Spirit and we will translate some of
them:
Imam Ṣādiq (AS) was asked if, when the Prophet (P.B.W.H) sent Imam Ali (AS)
among the people of Yemen for judgment, Imam Ali himself said: I dealt with all
cases as God and the Prophet would judge. Imam Ṣādiq said that was so. The
enquirer asked again how that could be possible when the whole of Qur‟an had not
yet been revealed and the Prophet was not accompanying him. The Imam said: he
had met the Holy Spirit (rūḥ al-qudus).”147

2) According to Shi‟ite traditions, all Imams used the Holy Spirit to judge when
they did not know how to judge. The ḥadīth below can show this point:
The narrator said, I asked Imam Ṣādiq (AS) how do you judge? Imam said:
according to God‟s judgment, David‟s judgment and Prophet Mohammad‟s
judgement. If the verdict of the case we saw was not in Ali‟s book, then we met the
Holy Spirit and God inspired us with the verdict.”148
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The point here is that the ḥadīth says that after they met the Holy Spirit God
inspired them i.e. God inspired them with the verdict through the Holy Spirit. There
are other similar ḥadīths.149
From all of the above the following conclusions can be reached:
1- The Holy Spirit that is one of the five spirits which prophets and Imams
possess is an independent substance. It has a divine knowledge that can
guide prophets and their descendants.
2- The Holy Spirit did not accompany prophets and Imams when they were
born, rather it joined them afterwards. The time of joining is not clearly
known. It may be when they are given the responsibility of prophethood or
imamate or maybe before that. This needs further investigation.
3) However the following ḥadīth may help us to understand this better:
The narrator asked Imam Ṣādiq (AS) about the prophets‟ and imams‟ knowledge.
He asked, “Is this knowledge obtained from other people or a special book which
you have?” Imam (AS) said, The issue is greater than this; have you not heard the
verse: “And thus have We, by Our Command, sent inspiration to thee: thou
knewest not (before) what was Revelation, and what was Faith.”150Then Imam
asked, “What are your companions saying about this verse?” The narrator said, “I
don‟t know”. Imam said he was in a state that did not know the book and faith until
God sent this spirit to him, the spirit which God will grant to whom he wants, and
when God grants this spirit to anyone he instructs him in its understanding and
knowledge.151

6.4.2. The spirit of faith (rūḥ al-‘īmān)
The spirit of faith as we have already said is the same spirit that was breathed into
human beings. We have already mentioned that it is different from the soul. Now we
will consider whether or not this spirit is an independent and separate spirit like the
149
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Holy Spirit. The answer will support the idea that it is separate to the soul too. To
understand this question reference should be made to the Traditions.
1) In the book Tafsīr-i „Ayāshī a ḥadīth has been expressed from Imam Ṣādiq
(AS). Although in this ḥadīth the word „spirit‟ is used without any attribution,
since Imam says that God puts this spirit into the hearts of prophets and
believers, it can be understood that it is the spirit of faith rather than the Holy
Spirit which pertains only to prophets and Imams not believers. The ḥadīth is:
Zurārah (narrator) asked Imam Bāqir (AS) about this verse: “They ask thee
concerning the Spirit”152Imam (AS) said: Almighty God is the One and the Eternal,
Absolute. The eternal absolute is someone who has no inside, of course the spirit is
one of the creatures which possess sight, power and confirmation and God has put
it into the heart of prophets and believers.153
2) On this subject there is another ḥadīth in Baṣā‟r al-Darajāt, regarding different

attributions:
Al-Ḥalabī narrated from Imam Ṣādiq (AS) when asked about the verse: “They ask
thee concerning the Spirit. Say: "The Spirit is of the command of my Lord” and
Imam said: God Almighty is the One and the Eternal Absolute. The eternal absolute
is one who has no inside, the spirit is created and it possess victory, power and
confirmation and God has put it into the hearts of prophets and believers.154

From the above the following conclusions can be reached:
1. The spirit is a special creation with a special power; it possesses sight so it
can guide humans to the straight path. In the Tradition stated in al-Tawḥīd
the spirit has been introduced as having victory, i.e. it is a supporter. It has
152
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power since it prevents the believer from committing sins to some extent by
producing an inner confliction. It has confirmation since it strengthens the
believer to do good works.
2. God places this spirit in the hearts of prophets and believers. As previously
stated this spirit is functional in the divine messengers and believers and they
can use its blessings, but it cannot be functional in disbelievers.
3. The Imam (AS) said, it is after awarding the spirit that the human can
understand what the book (Quran) is and the faith. The Traditions confirm
that the spirit is an independent issue with which the believer has been
blessed, not a level of the soul which possesses the faith.
4. From the summary of this group of Traditions in addition to the two other
groups of Traditions cited before this and also from the subjects cited in the
first section of this chapter when we considered the verses, it can be
concluded that the spirit of faith has a separate and independent existence
from the human and his soul. However, contrary to the greater spirit which
can be passed from one prophet to the next, this spirit is proprietary and
cannot be passed to another human. The reasons for this were provided
when it was stated that every human is made of a body, a soul and a spirit
and also when it was stated that the spirit and the soul will fight in front of
God... all of which are evidence and witness for this independence and
proprietary.

6.4.3. The spirit of life (rūḥ al-ḥayāt), the spirit of power (rūḥ al-qowwa) and
the spirit of lust (rūḥ al-shahwa)
We could not find any evidence to prove whether these three spirits are also
independent, like the greater spirit and the spirit of faith, or whether or not each of
them can be assumed as an independent substance. Therefore it is not possible to
say that they are independent. This requires further investigation. The essential
280

purpose of this research was to prove or support the separation of the soul and the
spirit which in our idea has been done by proving the independence of the spirit.
It is worth mentioning that the unity of body, soul and spirit does not detract from
the unity of the human, just as the unity of body and soul does not detract from this
unity.

6.5.

The divine trust (‘amānat-i ‘ilāhī)

One issue which is worth investigating is the divine trust on deposit to humans.155
This could help us to understand the human and what God has granted him better.
There are many Traditions which explain this divine trust. Perhaps it is something
inside man which can guide him to reach a level where he becomes a caliph of God.
The third evidence for why angels prostrated before Adam and also the long story
from Nahj al-balāgha, could show this divine trust to be the same as the spirit
breathed into man which must be separated from the body and the soul after death.

6.6.

Conclusion

In this chapter the verses and the Traditions have been considered and analysed to
determine to what extent they can support the idea that the soul and the spirit are
two separate issues.
In the first section, by considering the verses about the meanings and the uses of
the spirit it was shown that we have very little knowledge about the spirit. The spirit
is of the command world which is a divine and immaterial world. It is innocent and
because of its supremacy it has been attributed to God (the spirit of God). Also it
was shown that the station of the spirit is higher than the angels and that not only
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“We did indeed offer the Trust to the Heavens and the Earth and the Mountains; but they refused

to undertake it, being afraid thereof: but man undertook it; He was indeed unjust and foolish.”
(Qur‟an, 33: 73.)
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was the spirit told to prostrate before Adam, but the human being became worthy of
being prostrated to because it had something which had the same reality as this
spirit.
On the other hand by considering the verses we found some characteristics for the
soul such as gradual motion and potentiality. It is a temporal existent and due to its
motion it can move towards perfection or defection. After explaining these
characteristics it was proved that the soul and the spirit cannot be the same by
citing five evidences.
According to the Traditions and by classifying and analysing them we were able to
see that different groups of Traditions confirm that the soul and the spirit are two
separate things either explicitly or indirectly.
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General Conclusion

Since the main aim of this research was to prove the distinction between the soul
and the spirit and that could only be achieved properly with a true understanding of
philosophers‟ ideas on the matter, as the last Islamic philosophical school, which
contains the ideas of other philosophers, belongs to the Muslim philosopher, Mulla
Sadra, this research began by introducing him and explaining his philosophical
system.
Sadr al-din Shirazi was a Muslim philosopher who founded a new philosophical
system in the seventeenth century (AD). His philosophical system was formed by
combining the two previous philosophical systems, i.e. peripatetic (mashā‟) and
illuminative („ishrāq) philosophies, and also mystical and religious teachings. This
philosophical system engendered a number of intellectual principles which did not
previously exist. It was based on the principle that Sadra could express new
philosophical ideas. One of these ideas was related to the soul and claimed that the
human soul was not stable and immaterial, as Plato had said, but was material and
moved towards immateriality with its motion.
It was first necessary to clarify some points about the soul in general and this was
done by explaining some principles which were held prior to Sadra‟s, before going on
to talk about the soul as discussed in Sadra‟s system. The principle of fundamentality
of existence is one example. Based on this principle the existence of external
realities, such as the soul, was proved. This leaves no room in this system for nonrealism or scepticism. Sadra explained that this principle could revolutionize the
philosopher‟s view of the external world.
The second subject which was investigated was the trans-substantial motion of the
soul. In order to understand trans-substantial motion of the soul, motion and its
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prerequisites such as beginning, extremity, time, subject or Mover, susceptible
subject and distance were studied in detail.
The problem previous philosophers faced in accepting motion in substance was the
issue of the existence of a stable object. This stable object was given three different
definitions by philosophers and it was shown that each of these three definitions, i.e.
the object as a location of accidents (mahall-i mustaghnῑ), object as matter and
object as the preserver of motion unity, caused the denial of motion in substance.
Sadra, however, answered the problems of each of the three definitions and said
that the existence of a flowing substance during motion is enough and a subject
with the mentioned meanings is not required. Therefore he accepted motion in
substance by removing its barriers and stated different reasons for it.
Also during this research it was understood that Sadra did not look at time as a
mental issue, rather he viewed time as one dimension of this material world,
including the human soul, alongside the other three dimensions.
Sadra stated that as time is flowing and transient and all the material existents are
temporal, the entire world is in motion; a motion in the substance of the universe
which causes all the accidents of objects to come to motion. According to this view
the basis of stability of the natural world is totally removed. He then, with his
explanation of the relation between stable and permanent, said that it is in our view
as material existents that the entire world has motion in substance, but in the view
of non-temporal existents the entire material world is present and stable. Based on
this he believed that if someone can separate himself from the limitations of time,
past and future will both be present for him. Sadra believed that as the human soul
is material at the beginning of its creation it starts a motion in its substance. This
motion starts from materiality and goes towards immateriality and becoming
separate from matter. This separation becomes complete with death when the soul
will no longer have trans-substantial motion.
The main problem with this theory is its failure to acknowledge the separate
existence of the spirit, which existed before the creation of body, from the soul.
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However, ignoring the separation of the soul and the spirit, which is the main
question of this research, not only caused problems for Sadra, but it created some
disputes, such as the materiality or immateriality of the soul, motion or stability of
the soul and its originatedness or eternity, in many philosophical arguments. These
disputes were easily solvable by considering the distinction of the soul and the spirit.
Immateriality, stability and existence before the body could be attributed to the spirit
and materiality, motion and creation with the body could be attributed to the soul
and this would remove the majority of the disputes. It was also explained that by
propounding the distinction of the soul and the spirit it would not be necessary to
ignore the Traditions which provide evidence for the existence of the spirit before
the body and also the bodily origination of the soul, which was introduced by Sadra.
Through this, many questions, such as the relation between body and soul and the
issue of reincarnation, were logically solved. This is because, according to
philosophers who came after Sadra, the principle of „bodily origination of the soul‟ is
true and does not conflict with the existence of the spirit before body.
In addition, it was stated that one question that is still lacking an answer is that of
internal conflict in human beings and why man faces this conflict. A conflict requires
two sides and it is meaningless to say a united soul has conflict with itself. However
this would also be easily solved by accepting the existence of the spirit. Moreover
some evidences were given from the philosophers‟ remarks to support a distinction
between the soul and the spirit.
In the section related to the investigation of the verses and Traditions, it was
concluded that God counts the spirit as from his divine command when introducing
it. Also in the section explaining the realm of divine command it was stated that
realm or realms of Divine command and their existents and creatures, including the
spirit, are the manifestations of God‟s will. Since the creation of these requires no
previous potential or talent, matter, evolution and conversion, motion, time or any
other such thing - it only requires divine command and will - the command world
and its existents including the spirit, which is from divine command and command
existents, are free from matter, motion, gradation, time and other tools of matter.
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They are above matter and materials, time and temporal issues and the human spirit
is seen as being from the same rank as them. These were the subjects that could be
easily understood from the Qur‟anic verses.
In addition it was stated that man has life before the spirit is breathed into the body,
which occurs when the foetus is four months old, so the breathing in of the spirit
does not add life to man. Therefore it can be understood that the function of the
spirit in man is something other than to give natural and material life. However, life
brings consciousness with itself and there is no type of life without consciousness,
perception and power.
Moreover, the Traditions were investigated and the conclusions made about the
spirit were that the spirit breathed into man is an independent existent. Also, from
the Traditions and Nahj al-balāgha, it was concluded that just as the prophets and
Imams came to guide human beings, the spirit is also responsible for guiding them.
It is the inward guide which has been placed inside man by God and has been
mentioned alongside the outward guide in some Traditions. Also, all the Traditions
which were cited for the existence of the spirit before the body could be accepted
without needing any justification, because all the Traditions recognise the spirit as
having been created before the body and this does not conflict with the bodily
origination of the soul and each one is right on its own.
Subsequently some Traditions were mentioned which saw man as being made of
body, soul and spirit. The issue of body is clear and the issue of the spirit was
explained earlier, but regarding the soul, as was stated the human being has life
before the spirit is breathed into him. For further explanation it must be said that,
according to Sadra, the human being finds vegetative life after the formation of the
foetus and after that he finds animal life and it was stated that experience shows
that the foetus‟ heart starts to beat in the seventh week and its blood circulation
becomes separate from that of the mother and therefore it finds an independent life.
This is the same in animals and the human being is naturally an animal and
possesses animal life. Therefore, the human being has two other things as well as a
composite body: an animal life which is called life or soul and a divine spirit which,
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according to the Traditions, enters the body when the foetus is four months old and
gives the potential to the soul to raise itself from the animal level and become even
higher than the angels.
Thus, it was concluded that the human being has a spirit, a soul and a body. After
that some Traditions were investigated which introduced the human being as being
composed of five spirits: the greater spirit, the spirit of faith, the spirit of life, the
spirit of power and the spirit of lust. This required further explanation and
investigation. By studying these spirits it was concluded that the greater spirit and
the spirit which is breathed into the human body (this spirit has also been called the
spirit of faith and it was explained that this spirit is different to the faith which is an
adjective of the soul) are both divine creatures which possess independent
existences. From the Traditions it was understood that the greater spirit is specific to
the prophets and their descendants and helps them in doing their duty of guiding
human beings. By using the verse about the spirit which is breathed into the body, it
was concluded that all humans possess the spirit of faith, however the disbeliever
because of his blasphemy and some believers because of their sins cannot use the
guidance of this spirit or cannot use it properly. It was stated that different verses
and Traditions described some humans as having fallen to the level of animals.
Some Traditions said that these people possess only three spirits i.e. the spirits of
life, power and lust, but not the spirit of faith. From the Traditions it was concluded
that even if a believer commits sins, the spirit of faith will leave him and he will not
be able to use it. This type of human possesses life and all the outward features of
the human being but he does not have a guiding spirit to guide him towards the
right path.
Although it is not the aim of this research to investigate the spirits of life, lust and
power and they definitely need wider research, it may be true that by accepting
Sadra‟s idea about the soul, i.e. „the soul is all powers in its unity‟, that these are
three powers from the powers of the soul which have been mentioned as spirits in
the Traditions.
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The conclusion that Sadra reached from the trans-substantial motion of the soul was
that after the formation of the foetus in the first stage the soul is at the level of the
vegetative soul, then it reaches the stage of animal soul. After that, by achieving
human perfections, it will reach the level of the rational soul and at a higher stage,
which pertains to some saints and which very few people can reach, it will reach the
level of the universal divine soul which is the highest level of human perfection. At
that level there is no „I‟ and „we‟ and this is known as „joining the active intellect‟ in
philosophy and „absorption in divine essence‟ in mysticism.
However, as was stated, this perfection process up to the highest levels is not
possible except with the help of an internal guidance, which is the spirit that
accompanies the human being from the beginning of his creation. Some evidences
were found from Qur‟anic verses that show the existence of this spirit to be the
reason for the angels having to prostrate before Adam and why they did not have to
prostrate before humans before Adam. In al-Mīzān, Tabātabā‟ī said that if it was the
first time that God created humans, the angels would not have known that this
human was mischief and would shed blood. However the Qur‟an states that:
“Behold, thy Lord said to the angels:" I will create a vicegerent on earth." They
said:" Wilt Thou place therein one who will make mischief therein and shed blood?”
(Quran, 2: 30)). Some other evidences were also given for this claim including
Traditions which stated that the spirit which has been mentioned in this verse:
“Therein come down the angels and the Spirit by Allah's permission, on every
errand” (Quran, 97: 4) was not told to prostrate before Adam and it was said that
the human spirit was an inferior form of this spirit. These were some evidences
which could prove that the human being possesses both soul and spirit which is the
answer to the main question of this research.
However, the question arises as to whether Sadra eventually accepted the
differentiation of the soul and spirit. As was mentioned Sadra acknowledged the
existence of the spirit before the body in his works written in the latter years of his
life. It cannot be clearly understood from his writings but it is possible that he
admitted the existence of both the soul and the spirit since: firstly he could not
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ignore his principle about the bodily origination of the soul because doing so would
mean rejecting all his ideas about the soul and its related issues, for example the
impossibility of reincarnation (since the soul is created at the same time as body, it
is meaningless to say that the soul comes from another body). Even transsubstantial motion of the soul can be denied by rejecting the bodily origination of
the soul because the soul would no longer be corporeal so it would not need to
move towards perfection and immateriality.
Secondly: Sadra had strong belief in the Quran and the Traditions and it could be
said that he accepted the existence of the spirit before the body due to this belief.
He could not ignore such verses as: “When thy Lord drew forth from the Children of
Adam, from their loins, their descendants, and made them testify concerning
themselves,) saying: Am I not your Lord Who cherishes and sustains you? They
said: Yea! We do testify! (This), lest ye should say on the Day of Judgment: Of this
we were never mindful” (Quran, 7: 271) and some Traditions which clearly state that
the spirit existed long before the body. This suggests that he accepted both the soul
and the spirit although the author could not find clear evidence in his works to show
that. However it seems that he did not have time to investigate this issue. Moreover
the fact that he had some incomplete works, such as Sharḥ-i „uṣūl-i Kāfī, Ta‟līqa bar

shifā and Tafsīr-i kabīr, are evidence that Sadra was completing and modifying his
ideas. However, it is hoped that this research could be a step forward in this regard
and a basis for future investigations.
Finally the point must be made that the soul‟s unity seems to have been accepted as
certain in Islamic philosophy. Therefore the final goal of this research is to question
whether the human being has a tripartite existence, i.e. is made up of body, soul
and spirit. Moreover it was shown that ignoring the dichotomy of soul and spirit has
produced many contradictions in the issues related to the soul, some of which have
been mentioned. On the other hand, accepting this separation could help to solve
many of these conflictions and remove the contradiction in Sadra‟s idea,
However, the writer hopes that the idea of dichotomy of soul and spirit which could
solve many problems and disputes among philosophers will be considered by other
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researchers to remove its defects and improve it until it can become stronger. Of
course any research regarding understanding the human being and its different
aspects will be of great importance.
Questions for future research
Although each of the following issues could be the subject of an independent
research, because of their relevance to the issue of dichotomy of soul and spirit they
could confirm this idea.
1. Is it possible to say that there are two aspects of perception within the
human being by accepting the separation of soul and spirit? In other words is
it true to say that human meditation (tafakkur) is different to his intellect

(ta‟aqqul)? If so, is it possible to say that intellect is related to the spirit and
meditation to the soul? If this answer is also positive, what is the nature of
the relation of intellect with the spirit and what is the nature of the correlation
of meditation with the soul?
2. By assuming the dichotomy of soul and spirit what would „religion is innate‟
mean? Is the existence of a divine spirit beside a soul which was originated
with body an acceptable justification for this?
3. Is it possible to find a logical and intellectual justification for the „unity of
existence‟ (waḥdat-i wujūd), which has been claimed by Gnostics, by
assuming the separation of the soul and the spirit? In other words can
propounding this separation and that the human being possesses a divine
spirit within him be a true explanation for the unity of existence?
4. Is it possible to find a logical justification for the world of pre-existence

(„ālam-i zar) and the testimony taken from human beings by God by
considering the separation and existence of the spirit before the body?
5. Although man faces internal conflict, this will not interrupt the unity of human
personality. Given this fact and that there must be a kind of unity between
the components of the human being, the question is: what type of unity is the
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unity between soul, spirit and body which makes man, with a material body, a
soul born from matter and a divine spirit, a united and compatible existent?
These are some questions which if answered could help researchers to discover the
realities of the soul and spirit and the human being as a whole.
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